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Explanation of Symbols used 

A Muslim is encouraged to utter certain phrases at the mention 
of Allaah, His Messengers, His Angels, the Sahaabah, or other 
righteous Muslims. The phrases are presented below and the 
reader is advised to utter the complete phrase when he comes 
across any of these symbols or abbreviation: 

Phrase Mentioned With Transliteration Meaning 

~ Allaah's Name 
Subhaanahuu Glorified and 

' 

wa ta'aa/aa Exalted is He 

Prophet 
Sal/al/aahu May the peace 

~ Muhammad 
'alayhi wa and blessing of 
sal/am Allaah be on him 

~\ 
A Prophet or an 

'Alayhis Salaam Peace be on him 
Angel 

Radiyallaahu 
May Allaah be 

~ A companion 
'anhu 

pleased with 
him 

41 -.2-1 
A past scholar or 

Rahimahullaah 
May Allaah have 

righteous Muslim Mercy on him 



Introduction 

Naseehah (Advice) and its position 
in the Religion 

All Praise is to Allaah, we praise Him, seek 
His help and His forgiveness. We seek refuge 
with Allaah from the evils of our souls and 
evils of our deeds. One whom Allaah guides 
none can lead him astray, and one whom He 
misguides, none can guide him. I bear witness 
that there is no god but Allaah, and I bear 
witness that Muhammad ~ is His Servant and 
His Messenger. 
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"O you who believe! Fear Allaah as He 
should be feared, and die not except in a state 
of lslaam.'' [Aal lmraan (3): 102] 

"O mankind! Be dutiful to your Lord, Who 
created you from a single person (Aadam), 
and from him (Aadam) He created his 
wife [Hawwa (Eve)], and from them both 
He created many men and women and 
fear Allaah through Whom you demand 
your mutual (rights), and (do not cut the 
relations of) the wombs (kinship). Surely, 
Allaah is Ever an All-Watcher over you.'' 
[An-Nisaa' (4): 1] 

0~~1; ~)~ ~\ I;i1 r;.;( &Jf ~~~ 

"O you who believe! Keep your duty to 
Allaah and fear Him, and speak (always) 
the truth. He will direct you to do righteous 
good deeds and will forgive you your sins. 
And whosoever obeys Allaah and His 
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Messenger :i he has indeed achieved a 
great achievement (i.e. he will be saved from 
the Hell-fire and made to enter Paradise)." 
[AI-Ahzaab (33): 70-71] 

J. I ' I ::.,..- • • / I I / • -: ~ I '. ' ~ ~ / I ~ ~\ )) 
'~ ~~ ~~ _e 0_r' • ........, -.a 

-1;(]1 .?J ,µ ~jJ) s>~\ ;;.., 
((~JW ¥\ JS.,' ~G~ 

As for what follows: 

Verily the most truthful speech is the Word of 
Allaah and the best guidance is the guidance 
of Muhammad [peace and blessings of 
Allaah be upon him], and the worst of affairs 
are the newly - invented matters. Every 
newly - invented matter is an innovation, 
every innovation is a going astray and every 
going astray is in the Fire.r11 

Giving Naseehah Is A Characteristic 
of the Prophets 

One of the major characteristics of the 
caller to Allaah - indeed, it should be a major 
characteristic of the believer - is that very 
important characteristic of giving advices. Being 

[1] This is the famous Khutbat AI-Haajah which the Prophet ~ would recite 
whenever he was going to deliver a sermon, make a speech. See 'Khutbat 
AI-Haajah' of Shaykh Muhammad Naasirdeen AI-Albaanee (AI-Maktab Al
lslaamee, Damascus, 1980) for its authentication and further details. 

9 
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from the people of naseehah or having the 
characteristic of being 'Naasih" is something 
that Allaah has commanded this Ummah with . 
It is also one of the important characteristics 
that the Prophets came with. 

Allaah informs us that when the people of 
Nuh ~I accused him of being upon misguidance 
and error with their saying: 

"Verily, we see you in plain error." [Al-'A'raaf 
(7) : 60]; 

he rejected that and responded that he was 
giving them sincere advice: 

~ j_;~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ jd~ 

~i_; .J.J ~/~_) ~t""{0 0 ~\ ~5 
\,...._ > , ,,. r-~ --

~0~ 1 ~ ~ ~ j{\; j:J 

"[Nuh (Noah)] said: "O my people! There 
is no error in me, but I am a Messenger 
from the Lord of the 'Alameen (mankind, 
jinns and all that exists)! I convey unto you 
the Messages of my Lord and give sincere 
advice to you. And I know from Allaah what 
you know not." [Al-'A'raaf (7): 61-62] 

Similarly, Allaah ~ tells us that when Hud 
~ I began to call to Allaah; his people referred 
to him as being upon 'foolishness": 
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"The leaders of those who disbelieved 
among his people said: 'Verily, we see you 
in foolishness, and verily, we think you are 
one of the liars.'" [Al-'A'raaf (7): 66]; 

so he retorted and said: 

• ».J > / • <."':'i" -!/1-:' /" ....... :i .. ,: ( J",~).. 
~ ,_,.,..) ~ _J A.A~ ~ ~ -!~ 19 J? 

"O my people! There is no foolishness in 
me, but (I am) a Messenger from the Lord 
of the 'Alameen (mankind, jinns and all that 
exists)! I convey unto you the Messages of 
my Lord, and I am a trustworthy adviser (or 
well-wisher) for you." [Al-'A'raaf (7): 67-68] 

So there is no doubt that the characteristic 
of giving advice for the sake of Allaah - that is 
the characteristic of being 'Naasih" - is from 
the characteristics of the Prophets, just as 
it should be with the callers to Allaah and all 
of the believers. So this affair of Naseehah is 
something, which is fundamental and a most 
important characteristic for every Muslim. 

Jarir bin 'Abdullah ~ said: "Ammo B'adu 

11 
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(now then), I went to the Prophet ~ and said, 'I 
give my pledge of allegiance to you for lslaam." 
The Prophet ~ conditioned (my pledge) for 
me to be sincere and true to every Muslim so 

•r , I gave my pledge to him for this. By the Lord 
of this mosque! I am sincere and true to you 
(Muslims)." [21 

(2] Bukhaaree 

[3] Muslim 

Also, Tamim Ad-Dari narrated: Allaah's 
Messenger ~ said three times: 

~\ ! .iJ\ - / 0: 

"The religion is Naseehah (sincere advice)." 
[Ad-Deen Naseehah] 

The people asked, "To whom?" The Prophet 
:i replied: 

"To Allaah and to His Book and to His 
Messenger and to the leaders of the Muslims 
and the common folk (all the Muslims)." [31 

The Golden Advice Series 

In response to the obligation of giving 
Naseehah and its obvious need in our 
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ummah at the present time, DARUSSALAM 
PUBLICATIONS has come up with The Golden 
Advice Series which was orginally Published by 
Deen Communications Limited, Nigeria. This 
series will, lnsha Allaah, contain several books; 
each of which is devoted to an advice given 
from the texts of lslaam (the Qur'aan and the 
Sunnah) with its explanation as provided by the 
esteemed scholars or people of knowledge. 
The advice range from the most important 
issue (Tawheed or worshipping Allaah alone), to 
morals and also issues of business transactions. 

Each book comes in an easy-to-read size but 
the contents are highly beneficial, Bi lthnillaah! 
In this first phase, ten pieces of advice have 
been treated. It is our hope that, lnsha Allaah, 
more will be added in the days ahead. This 
book centers on the Naseehah Luqmaan gave 
to his son that starts with the attentive words: 
"O My Son ... !" 

Everything that is correct in the books of The 
Golden Advice Series is from Allaah ~ - and 
to Him is all the praise; every mistake or error 
is from our imperfection and from Shaytaan 
- and we seek refuge in Allaah from him! We 
ask Allaah ~ to accept this effort of ours as an 
act done purely and sincerely for His Face and 
that He does not allow anyone or anything else 
to have a share in it. 

The end of our Du'aa' is that all praise is 
for Allaah, Lord of the worlds. And may His 
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peace and blessings be upon the Prophet 
Muhammad, his family, his Companions 
and those who follow him till the Day of 
Reckoning! Aameen. 

DARUSSALAM PUBLICATIONS, 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 

Ramadan, 1428 A.H. 
September 2007 



The Advice of Luqmaan 

And (remember) when Luqman said to his son when he was 
advising him: "O my son! Join not in worship others with 
Allaah. Verily! Joining others in worship with Allaah is a 
great Zulm (wrong) indeed. And We have enjoined on man 
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(to be dutiful and good) to his parents. His mother bore him 
in weakness and hardship upon weakness and hardship, 
and his weaning is in two years give thanks to Me and to 
your parents, unto Me is the final destination. But if they 
(both) strive with you to make you join in worship with Me 
others that of which you have no knowledge, then obey 
them not, but behave with them in the world kindly, and 
follow the path of him who turns to Me in repentance and 
in obedience. Then to Me will be your return, and I shall 
tell you what you used to do. "O my son! If it be (anything) 
equal to the weight of a grain of mustard seed, and though 
it be in a rock, or in the heavens or in the earth, Allaah will 
bring it forth. Verily, Allaah is Subtle (in bringing out that 
grain), Well-Aware (of its place). 

"O my son! Aqim-is-Salaah (perform As-Salaah), enjoin 
(people) for AI-Ma'ruf (lslaamic Monotheism and all that is 
good), and forbid (people) from AI-Munkar (i.e. disbelief in 
the Oneness of Allaah, polytheism of all kinds and all that is 
evil and bad), and bear with patience whatever befall you. 
Verily! These are some of the important commandments 
ordered by Allaah with no exemption. "And turn not your 
face away from men with pride, nor walk in insolence 
through the earth. Verily, Allaah likes not each arrogant 
boaster. "And be moderate (or show no insolence) in your 
walking, and lower your voice. Verily, the harshest of all 
voices is the voice (braying) of the asses." [Luqmaan (31) : 
13-19] 

6 



Chapter J 

Shirk: The Greatest Injustice 

One of the duties parents owe their children is to guide 
them aright by educating them. [4J They should correct their 
children's errors and most importantly guide them to live a life 
that is pleasing to Allaah and teach them a means of achieving 
it. Allaah ~ points these duties to parents, particularly the 
fathers, in His Book (the Qur'aan) when He gave the example 
of Luqmaan and his son. 

[4] For a full discussion of the rights of children and the duties of the 
parents, please see O Young Man!, Golden Advice Series #9. May Allaah 
ease our tasks! 
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"And (remember) when Luqmaan said to his son when he 
was advising him: "O my son! Join not in worship others 
with Allaah. Verily! Joining others in worship with Allaah is 
a great Zulm (wrong) indeed." 

The first advice given by Luqmaan to his son was to avoid 
Shirk, the antithesis of Tawheed (singling out Allaah alone for 
worship) . 

What Is The True Meaning Of Shirk And What Are 
Its Types? 

Murder, rape, genocide, terrorism, economic slavery and child 
molesting are some of the appalling crimes, which occur in our 
world today. Many would think that these are the worst possible 
offences, which could be committed. But there is something that 
outweighs all of these crimes put together: It is the crime of Shirk. 
There is no doubt that the above crimes are indeed terrible, but 
their comparisons with Shirk shows that they do not hold much 
significance in relation to this travesty. 

When a man murders, rapes or steals, the injustice that is 
done is directed primarily at other humans. But when a man 
commits Shirk, the injustice is directed towards the Creator of 
the heavens and the earth; Allaah . When a person is murdered, 
all sorts of reasons and explanations are given. But one thing that 
the murderer cannot claim, is that he murdered t he individual 
because he provided him with food, shelter, clothing and all the 
other things which keep humans aloft in this life. 

But when a person commits Shirk, they attempt to, willingly or 
unwillingly, direct an injustice towards the one who has provided 
them with all these necessary things - and often a whole lot 
more. This Being who provides us with all our needs and wants 

8 
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is of course Allaah, the Lord of this universe. So is it right for us 
to commit this offence against the one who has provided us with 
all that we could possibly need and more? This is why Shirk is 
the ultimate form of ingratitude which humans display, and will 
eventually cause many people eternal pain. 

What is Shirk? 

One of the most important obligations is to know the meaning 
of Shirk, its seriousness and its different types, so that our 
Tawheed (belief in the Oneness of Allaah) and our lslaam may be 
complete, and our faith may be sound. 

Know, may Allaah guide you, that the word Shirk in Arabic 
means 'taking a partner', i.e., regarding someone as the partner 
of another. It is said (in Arabic): 'Ashraka Baynahuma' (he joined 
them together) when he regarded them as two of equal status; 
or 'Ashraka Fi Amrihi Ghayrahu' (he introduced another into his 
affair) when he made two people involved in it. 

In terms of Sharee'ah or lslaamic terminology, Shirk means 
ascribing a partner or rival to Allaah in Lordship (Ruboobiyyah), 
worship (U/uuhiyyah) or in His names and attributes (Asmaa ' 

Wa Sifaat) . 

A rival is a peer or counterpart. Hence Allaah ~ forbids setting 
up rivals with Him and he condemns those who take them (rivals) 
as gods instead ofor besides Alla ah in many Verses of the Qur'aan. 
Allaah ~ says: 

~~;j~;, ~t \~\~ ~ ~ )l.j~ 

"Then do not set up rivals unto Allaah (in worship) while 
you know (that He Alone has the right to be worshipped)." 
[AI-Baqarah (2): 22] 

9 
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Also, Allaah ~ says: 

"And they set up rivals to Allaah, to mislead (men) from His 
path! Say: 'Enjoy (your brief life)! But certainly, your destination 
is the (Hell) Fire!111 [Jbraaheem (14): 30] 

In the Hadeeth it is narrated that the Prophet ~ said: 

((~81 J;-; 1\ ~\ ~J; ~ _;~ ~_J .;.,lA ~)) 

"Whoever dies claiming that Allaah has a rival, will enter 
Hell." [sJ 

The Origin of Shirk 

The natural disposition of man (Fitrah) is to worship Allaah 
alone. Allaah created the creation in order that they should 
worship Him and He prepared for them - from His Provision - all 
that they would require. About this Allaah ~ says: 

- • • >· ,, 1 t o 0 n -.J1 ,, ·~r-- ~ 11 ,: :.1: t.::~~ ':!j-!. ~ ~ ~-d )) .• / ~ ~ ~:) ~ __,..,, 

~&;:J1 :/~i1 fi J{~1, ~ ~1 01 o 0 > _ 1!. j ~) t~ . / ).Y" '.)J ..r- ~ / ~ ~ :., 

"I did not create jinn and mankind, except that they should 
worship Me. I do not seek any provisions from them, nor 
do I ask that they should feed me. Indeed Allaah is the 
Provider, the Possessor of Might and Strength." [Adh
Dhaariyaat (51) : 56-58] 

[5] Bukhaaree & Muslim. 
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So the soul - if left to its Fitrah (natural disposition and 
inclination) - would find itself acknowledging Allaah's Divinity, 
loving Him and worshiping Him alone, without worshipping 
others along with Him. However, this Fitrah becomes corrupted 
and it deviates away from the pure worship of Allaah, due to what 
the devils - from amongst mankind and jinn - whisper to some 
people, beautifying to them their whispers of deception. 

So Tawheed (to worship Allaah alone) is the core and root of 
man's fitrah, whereas Shirk (directing any part of worship that 
belongs only to Allaah, to other than Allaah) is alien to it and is 
something that deceptively enters into it. 

Allaah ~ says: 

~ ..,::01 ~ J1 ~\ ~~ h_ ~;_ !I.~ ~ ;;~~ 

~ ~__; ~tff ~~1 ~,~ ;tr ~ J:~ --1 

"So set your face to the Haneef Religion (the Religion of pure 
Tawheed), This is the fitrah of Allaah with which He created 
mankind upon. There is to be no change in the creation (i.e. 
Religion) of Allaah. That is the straight and upright Religion. But 
most of mankind do not have knowledge." IGJ 

The above Aayah clearly refutes the false notion of the atheists; 
who claim that the natural basis of man is Shirk, and that Tawheed 
evolved in man! Not only does the previous Aayah refutes this 
falsehood, but so do the following narrations: 

Allaah's Messenger ~ said, that his Lord said: 

[6] [Ar-Room (30) : 30] 
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~ 1-r~ ll ',~::f O '~I/ , ~ ~~ ~~ ..:_ ~I;. :I / 
~ - ~ ~µ '-? / ,/ '-Iµ 
, ~ >/ :tt•,:1 I / ~ o// o / :; // o o / \:~•11 :: •1: 
• ~ L4 -.:......0 4~~ ·~ - i.:>-l-' ,. .. ? J ,- ~,., .. ,. u- . 

Glki.: <1.J J .~r ~I ~ I-~ ~, c.,f O >! // f / /:- ! i '-1:- .r~ ~.r> .J 

"I created all My Servants upon the true Religion (upon 
Tawheed, free from Shirk). Then the devils come to them and 
led them astray from their true Religion. They made unlawful 
to people that which I had made lawful for them, and they 
commanded them to associate in worship with Me, that for 
which I had sent down no authority." 171 

And Allaah's Messenger ~ said : 

"Every child is born upon the Fitrah (i.e. lslaam}, but his parents 
make him a Jew or a Christian or a Magian. It is like the way on 
animal gives birth to a natural offspring. Have you noticed any 
born mutilated, before you mutilate them." 

Aboo Hurayrah ~ said: Recite if you wish : 

~ ~01 ~ Jr ~1 .s~ h_ ;._ :!.1l ~_:; ;i~~ 
~;11 ~ &; 1 

"Allaah's Fitrah (i.e. Islamic Monotheism) with which He created 

[7] Muslim 

22 
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mankind. There is to be no change to the creation (Religion) of 
Allaah.'' [Ar-Room {30): 30]" 1s1 

If our natural Fitrah is upon Tawheed, why do we have to be 
warned against shirk; which is not natural? Why was this the first 
and the most important advice that Luqmaan gave to his son? The 
answer becomes clear once we examine the beginning of Shirk. 

Mankind was, in the beginning, a single Ummah (nation) 
upon Tawheed, the pure worship of Allaah ~ alone. Then Shirk 
gradually overcame them. The basis for this belief is what Allaah 
~ says: 

"Mankind was one Um mah (nation), then Allaah sent Prophets 
bringing good news and warnings." [AI-Baqarah (2) : 213] 

lbn 'Abbaas ~ said: "Between Noah ~I and Aadam ~1 there 
were ten generations, all of them were upon the Sharee'ah 
(Law) of the truth, then they differed. So Allaah sent Prophets as 
bringers of good news and as warners." l9l 

So, during the time of the Prophet Noah ~I Shirk appeared 
amongst his people, and they started worshipping idols along 
with worshipping Allaah. So Allaah ~ says: 

·1_. .>> / ~ / Ii: > ,... / 
I •_•, ,t •1 ,. • ,,. • 
~~J 0 0 ~ ..J.~ 

"Indeed We sent Nooh to his people and he said to them: 

[8] Bukhaaree 

[9] At-Tabaree in his Tafseer 

23 
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I have come to you as a clear warner; that you should 
worship only Allaah." [Hood (11): 25-26] 

After this clear explanation, it is of the utmost importance 
for the Muslims to know exactly how Shirk spread amongst the 
Believers, after they were people upon pure Tawheed? Allaah -
the Most Perfect - says about the people of Noah ~\: 

~0_; S~_; l fa- '1~ ~~ -1; 1;_; t~l 1~ ~ ~1: 0I '1 9~_;~ 
"And they said: You shall not forsake your deities/gods, 
nor shall you forsake Wadd, nor Suwaa', nor Yaghooth, nor 
Ya'ooq, nor Nasr." [Nooh (71): 23] 

lbn 'Abbaas ~ relates: 

"These were all idols from Noah's nation, which eventually 
ended up amongst the Arabs. Wadd was the idol which was 
worshipped by the Kalb tribe in the region of Dawmatul-Jandal; 
Suwaa' was for the Hudhayl tribe; Yaghooth by the Ghutayf tribe 
at Jurf near the region of Saba a; Ya'ooq for the Hamdaan tribe and 
Nasr was the idol worshipped by the Dhul-Kalaa of the Himayr 
tribe. Indeed these five idols were the names of righteous men 
from the nation of Noah. When they died, Shaytaan whispered 
to their people to make statues of them in honour of them, and 
to place these statues in their places of gathering as a reminder 
of them, so they did this. However, none from amongst them 
worshipped these statues, until when that generation passed 
away and the purpose of the statues was forgotten, the next 
generation then began worshipping them." 1io1 

Muhammad lbn Qays ~ said: 

"Yaghooth, Ya'ooq and Nasr were a group of righteous men, 

[10] Bukhaaree 

24 
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who were taken as examples to be followed by their people. 
So when they died their companions said: If we were to make 
pictures of them it would encourage us to do acts of worship 
and obedience to Allaah (as they did). So they made pictures of 
them. However, when they died and the next generation came, 
Shaytaan whispered to them saying: Your forefathers used to 
worship these righteous men, and it was due to them that it 
rained. So they began to worship them." 1111 

So the beginnings of Shirk lay in the excessive praise and respect 
given to certain dead pious Muslims, who - due to peoples' love 
for them - became idols that were worshipped and supplicated 
along with Allaah ~ - 1121 

[11] At-Tabaree in his Tafseer 

[12] SOME POINTS OF BENEFIT: 

Firstly: That Shirk began during the time of Nooh ~I due to the excessive love 
and veneration that the people had for certain dead pious Muslim. lmaam AI

Qurtubee .Jil u-J (d.654H) said: "The initial images that were made of these 
righteous men were done in order that the people could be reminded about 
their righteousness and so strive in being righteous; as they strove. So they 
worshipped Allaah by the graves of these righteous men. Then a people came 
after them who forgot the intent of their forefathers' actions. So Shaytaan 
whispered to them saying: Your fore-fathers used to worship these images and 
held them in great veneration." (Jaami' li-Ahkaamil-Qur'aan) 

Secondly: "That Shaytaan is eager to misguide mankind and to plot against 
them. He comes from the angle of exploiting man's emotions, and lures them 
into doing acts that are (apparently) good. Thus, when Shaytaan saw amongst 
the people of Nooh ~ their great love and esteem for the righteous, he tricked 
them into going beyond the bounds in their love, and he got them to make 
and place statues of these dead pious Muslims in their places of gatherings. 
The objective of this was to make them swerve away from the right path. 

Thirdly: That Shaytaan does not only observe the present generation, and 
seek to deceive only them; but he also wishes to misguide and deceive 
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Why Warn Against Shirk? 

Shirk (associating others with Allaah) is the greatest sin by 
which Allaah the Mighty and Majestic is disobeyed, and its danger 
is severe, and it is more hidden than the crawling of an ant. So 
due to that, it becomes stipulated upon every Muslim to have 
knowledge of Shirk until he becomes safe from it, until he is upon 
a clear path concerning its affair, and until he fortifies himself 
from falling into it. So there are many reasons why the Muslim, 
like Luqman's son, should be warned against Shirk; some of them 
are presented as follows: 

1. The Messenger ~ who did not speak from his own desires, 
warned us that Shirk shall be found in this Ummah, and 
that the worshipping of idols and the following of the ways 
(Sunan) of the early polytheists (mushrikeen) will be found 
in it. Indeed many Ahaadeeth have come concerning that, 
such as his statement: 

((~~13 ~")\JI :cJ j_;- ~4"~1\j ~I 0~ 'Jll 

future generations. Thus, when he could not plunge the present generation, 
from the people of Nooh ~ I, into Shirk, he eagerly awaited the next generation's 
arrival, in order that he could misguide them." [Bayaan Haqeeqatut-Tawheed 
(pp. 8-9) of Shaykh Saalih AI-Fawzaan] 

Fourthly: That the worshipping of dead pious Muslims continues to be 
practiced amongst the Ummah even today. The difference is that the names 
have changed . Thus, instead of worshipping Wadd, or Yaghooth, or Ya'ooq; 

people have instead directed the same practices of Shirk - like supplicating 
directly to the pious dead, and taking them as intercessors between them and 

Allaah - to others; such as to Shaykh 'Abdul-Qaadir AI-Jeelaanee in 'l raaq, or 
AI-Baydaawee in Eygypt, or Chishtee in India, or lbraheem Niyaas in parts of 
West Africa, or Shaykh Bamba in Senegal, etc. However, changing the name of 
a thing does not change its reality. 

26 
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''A day and a night will not come, except that AI-Laat and Al
'Uzzaa will be worshipped" [131 

And the Prophet ~ said: 

"The Hour will not be established until tribes from my Um mah 
attach themselves to the polytheists, and until tribes from 
my Um mah worship idols." [i41 

[13) Bukhaaree [Translators Note: As for AI-Laat, then lbn Jareer At-Tabaree 
related in his Tafseer (27 /58-59): "They extracted its name from the name 
of Allaah, so they said, 'AI-Laat', seeking to make it feminine, and Allaah is 
High and far removed from their statement." lmaam AI-Bukhaaree related in 
his Saheeh (6/361): From Muslim lbn lbraaheem who narrated to us, that 
Abul-Ashab narrated to us, that Abul -Jawzaa narrated to us from lbn 'Abbaas 
..;, with regard to t he statement of Allaah : "Have you considered AI-Laat and 
Al-'Uzzaa?" (Sooratun-Najm 53:19) : "AI-Laat was a man who used to mix broth 
for the pilgrims." 

As for Al-' Uzzaa, then An-Nasaa'ee reports in his Sunan (2/357), that when the 
Messenger of Allaah ~ conquered Makkah, he sent Khaalid lbnul-Waleed ..;, to 
it (Al-'Uzzaa). He found that it was built around three tree, so he cut them down 
and destroyed the building. So he went to the Prophet ~ and informed him, 
but he said: "Return, for you have done nothing." So he returned and found 
the keepers of the idol fleeing, saying: "O 'Uzzaa !" So Kha a lid came and found 
a woman with dishevelled hair, throwing dust upon her head. So he struck her 
with his sword and killed her, then he returned to the Prophet ~ and informed 
him. So he said : "That was Al-'Uzzaa ."] 

[14] Abu Dawood 
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"You will surely follow the ways (sunan) of those who came 
before you, hand span by hand span, arm span by arm span, 
to the extent that if they were to enter a lizard's hole, you 
would enter it with them." l151 

Indeed what the Messenger of Allaah :i spoke about comes 
true as we see in this age of ours the deviation of some of the 
Muslims from their true Religion, and their accompaniment 
of the people of the graves and tombs, and their clinging to 
them and sacrificing to them in exclusion to Allaah. 

2. Verily the Muslim must seek to know the evil so as to be warned 
from it and to stay far from it, because if he does not know it, he 
might fall into it unknowingly. This is proven in the statement of 
Hudhayfah ~ : "The people used to ask the Messenger of Allaah 
~ about the good, and I used to ask the Messenger of Allaah :i 
about the evil out of fear that I might fall into it." l151 

3. Shirk is the greatest of sins due to the following matters : 

• It resembles the creation with the Creator in characteristics 
of Uloohiyyah. So whoever associates someone with Allaah, 
then he indeed resembles him to Him, and this is the greatest 
injustice, as Allaah ~ says: 

,i.. / ~·> / / ,, ,/ ::i.. 
"'~ -~c _:uJ ..;!.)Al G~r 

"Verily Shirk is a great injustice.'' [Luqmaan (31): 13] 

[15) Bukhaaree 
[16) Bukhaaree 
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And injustice (zu/m) is to put something out of its proper place. 
So whoever worships other than Allaah, then indeed he puts 
worship out of its proper place, and he directs it to one who 
does not deserve it, and that is the greatest injustice. 

• Allaah informed that He does not forgive the one who does not 
repent from Shirk. 

"Verily Allaah does not forgive that Shirk be made with 
Him, but He forgives whatever is below that to whomever 
He wishes ... " [An-Nisaa' (4): 48] 

• Allaah has informed that He has made Paradise unlawful upon 
the one who commits Shirk and that his dwelling place will be 
in the fire of Hell, Allaah ~ says: 

"Verily whosoever associates partners with Allaah, then 
indeed Allaah has made Paradise unlawful for him, and his 
station is the Fire. And the transgressors will not have any 
helpers." [AI-Maa'idah (5): 72] 

• Shirk nullifies all good deeds, as Allaah ~ says: 

,i,...),,..,_, •>v ,.. ,,..,.. , ,.., •{-::•1'. :,--:ii.. 
,0_µ ~b ~ ~ ~ ly_:;:.:,I Y-'i" 

"And if they associate others with Allaah, whatever they 
have done is nullified." [AI-An'aam (6): 88] 

And Allaah ~ says: 
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"And it was already revealed to you and to those before 
you, that if you should associate anything with Allaah, 
your work would surely become worthless, and you would 
surely be amongst the losers." [Az-Zumar (39): 65] 

• The blood and wealth of the Mushrik (one who commits Shirk) 
is lawful, as Allaah ~ says: 

~~I; rJ~~t >-'~ ;_;j~~ J.~;. ~1.~H i_;llit~ 

~~;: Js ~ 
"So kill the polytheists wherever you find them and capture 
them and besiege them and sit and wait for them at every 
place of ambush.'' [At-Tawbah (9): SJ 

And the Prophet ~ said: 
t:i \ ,.., .,,. ,. ,,,. J, 

, ~I ~~ ~~ 'J 0i 13~ ~! J;_ ~81 ~t_;i 0i ~ ~in 
, ~l5":I\ I ~i'/ ~~I I ' "' / 41 J a...:J/ I~ ~L ..r YY...J ~.J / -./ -./ 

((t:t:- .. ~I r~l / 0 f/ ·'~ t;~ : I~ ~fo 1;~ ~ ~ ..Y' .J r / ~ ..7 ~ ~ ~ 

"I have been ordered to fight the people until they say: 
'There is none worthy of worship besides Allaah.' So if they 
say it, their blood and wealth is protected from me, except 
with due right." l17J 

[17) Muslim 
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• Shirk is a deficiency and a problem that Allaah ~ has negated 
from Himself. So whoever associated others with Allaah, then 
indeed he has affirmed for Allaah what He negated from 
Himself. And this is the goal of Muhaadah (turning away) from 
Allaah ~ and the goal of Mu'aanidah (denial) and Mushaaqah 
(deviation) with Allaah." [is1 

If a person commits Shirk and does not make repentance 
during his lifetime, then Allaah ~ will not forgive this person 
on the Day of Judgement. Hellfire will be made eternal for him 
and he will never come out of it. It must also be remembered 
that Allaah ~ through his justice, has not discriminated in the 
punishment of this crime. If a Muslim commits Shirk during 
his lifetime, and does not make repentance, he too will face 
the eternal fury of the Hellfire. It is this thought that helps 
Muslims from becoming too complacent and it is this thought 
that made Luqmaan warn his son - and by implication, the rest 
of the Muslims - against the deadly sin of Shirk. 

In order to understand how Shirk manifests itself in our 
world, we need to look at how it relates to the categories of 
Tawheed: 

Shirk in Allaah's Lordship (Ar-Ruboobeeyah) 

This category of Shirk has two aspects: 

i). Shirk by Association - As Muslims we believe that it is Allaah 
k alone who controls and sustains the universe. Those who 
ommit Shirk by association believe that Allaah ~ is the Creator, 

out other parts of the creation also play a role in the running 

18] Kitaabut-Tawheed (p. 8-10) 
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of the world. A classic example of this is the Christian concept 
of Trinity. Christians believe that God (Allaah ~ ) alone does not 
regulate the affairs of mankind. They believe that the other two 
parts of the Trinity, Jesus (as) and the Holy Spirit, also play a part 
in worldly affairs e.g Jesus pronounces judgement on the world 
and the Holy Spirit helps Christians through their daily lives. 
Qualities such as these should only belong to Allaah. The Hindus 
also commit this kind of Shirk, with them having hundreds of 
different gods for different aspects of their lives. 

Unfortunately some Muslims have also fallen prey to this Shirk. 
There are many who often call out for help upon saints and holy 
menr191 who have passed away. One of the main saints whom they 

[l
9

J Du'aa to Other than Allaah is Shirk 

The Prophet ~ said: 
...... , ,. , 

1<J01 ~;i I~ ~ ~ 0L. ~Ji 

"Whosoever dies whilst making Du'aa' (invocation, supplication) to others 
besides Allaah, will enter the Hell-Fire. " (AI-Bukhaaree) 

A Proof From the Companions: Anas ~ related : " In times of drought, 'Umar 
lbnul-Khattaab ~ used to ask 'Abbaas bin 'Abdul-Muttalib ~ to pray for rain 
on their behalf. He himself would say: "O Allaah we used to ask Your Prophet 
to supplicate on our behalf to You, and You would bless us with rain. Now we 
ask the uncle of our Prophet to supplicate to You on our behalf, so bless us 
with rain." Anas said : So they would be blessed with rain." (AI-Bukhaaree) 

Sulaym bin 'Aamir AI-Khabaa'iree ~ relates: "That the sky withheld all rain, 
so Mu'aawiyah bin Abee Sufyaan ~ went out to pray for rain along with 
the people of Damascus. So when Mu'aawiyah sat upon the pulpit he said : 
"Where is Yazeed lbnul-Aswad AI-Jurashee ~ ?" So the people called him 
and he came stepping between the people. Then Mu'aawiyah commanded 
him, so he ascended the pulpit and sat at his feet. Then Mu'aawiyah said : "O 
Allaah ! Today we are asking the best and noblest amongst us to supplicate to 
You for us. 0 Allaah, today we put Yazeed lbnul-Aswad AI-Jurashee forward 
to supplicate to You for us. 0 Yazeed! Raise up your hands to Allaah." So he 
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invoke is 'Abdul-Qadir AI-Jeelanee' whom they call 'AI-Ghawth-e
Azam' (the greatest source of help) . 

ii) Shirk by Negation - Over the centuries many 
philosophies and ways of life have denied the existence of God. 
Buddhism and Jainism are amongst the major world religions 
which assert this belief. During the 18th and 19th centuries the 
advancement of scientific knowledge led many philosophers and 
scientists to claim that God was a figment of man's imagination. 
By cancelling the role of a supreme legislator, those who claim 
that God does not exist, ultimately attempt to make themselves 
masters of their own as well as other people's destinies. Some 
atheists also give Allaah's Attributes to his creation . By denying 
Allaah, they say the world is eternal with no beginning and no 
end. And we know that this is only for Allaah ~ . 

iii) Shirk in Allaah's Names and Attributes (Asma 
Wa Sifaat) 

This category of Shirk has two aspects: 

raised up his hands and the people raised up their hands. Then rain-clouds, 
li ke large shields, came quickly from the west, and the winds blew, and it 
rained so much t hat people could hardly reach their houses." (lbn 'Asaakir in 
Taareekh Dimashq) 

So why didn't 'Umar ~ and the rest of the Companions who were with him, 
go to the grave of our beloved Prophet ~ or to the grave of the greatest of 
the Awliyaa' Aboo Bakr ~ and make Du'aa (supplication) to them for rain? 
Why? Because they knew that doing so would constitute Shirk? Likewise, why 
didn't Mu'aawiyah, and those of the righteous people with him, not delegate 

someone to go to AI-Madeenah - to the grave of the Prophet ~ or any of the 

Compan ions buried there - or directly make du'aa to them from Damascus, in 
t heir time of distress and great need? Why? Because they knew that doing so 
would constitute Shirk! 
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a). Shirk by Humanisation - The Tawheed of Allaah's Names 
and Attributes demands that we believe Allaah to be free from 
any human likeness. Those who commit Shirk by humanisation 
give attributes to God which are more appropriate for human 
beings than an all-powerful Creator. Christianity is again guilty 
of this Shirk. In the Bible we find countless examples of God 
being given human attributes. In the book of Genesis, God is 
said to have created the world in six days and then rested on the 
seventh!! In other places God is said to have repented for his bad 
thoughts and felt sorry because of his actions! These examples 
of humanisation are indeed an injustice to the Almighty, who 
responds clearly by saying in the Qur'aan: 

,.(_ ~ \ ~~.2.11 ,,,.,, ! . -;: ~4 "-1~ "( - / . e:-;;--- ._yb _J ~ / ,- / ~.,, 

"There is nothing like Him and He sees and hears all things." 
[Ash-Shoorah (42): 11] 

b). Shirk by Deification - This form of Shirk occurs when 
created beings are given the names or attributes of Allaah and 
thus become deities. This form of Shirk is especially popular 
with humans, with many people being given a god-like status by 
ignorant followers. Jesus, Buddha, Rama, Zoroaster and many 
other famous religious figures of the past have been held to be 
incarnations of the Almighty. 

(iv). Shirk in the Worship of Allaah (Uloohiyah/ 
lbaadah) 

Shaykh Saalih bin Fawzaan AI-Fawzaan says: 

"Shirk is to designate an associate/partner (Shareek) with 
Allaah in His Ruboobiyyah (Lordship), or His Uloohiyyah (Divinity) . 
In most cases, the association (fshraak) is in the Uloohiyyah, by 
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calling upon someone along with Allaah, or designating for other 
than Allaah something from the various types of worship such 
as: sacrifice, taking oaths, and fear, and hope, and love". This 
category of shirk has two aspects: 

a) Major Shirk (Shirk-al-Akbar) -As Muslims we believe that all 
forms of worship should be for Allaah alone. Those people who 
physically direct their worship at other than Allaah, commit this 
major Shirk. By doing this action, mankind commits the greatest 
act of rebellion and places himself at the doors of eternal Hellfire. 
Some Muslims, just like those in Christendom, have fallen foul of 
directing worship and supplication to so-called 'saints' and holy 
men.l20

J Many of them ·even ask the dead saints to grant them 
children and to forgive them of their sins!l21l All this contradicts 
the statement of Allaah when He ~ commands us to: 

(20) Footnote 14 above 

[21) Taking the Dead as Intercessors 

Allaah ~ says : 

6 ;;JT ~ 1~~ ;&1 ~~ ~~ ~:'.:~ 1 ~~ -o) -G~~ 

{Qj1 "/~_)j ~ j_,~1 6 )t ~W ~Jf ;1/ ~t o 
· • >,:·,,, >t'·~ ;&f ~ I ,-\i:' .Jif j I t?:11 ~ I ·> »•/ \; 
~ ~ ~ U;, ifJ / !o. ~~ i,. ~~ 

,i),,~ ~£ ,,-) .. / ,s .,,, 1 :&1 ~\ ~ -~'~:: w ,.> c; 
"\ J . / ~ 0-" w '·\ ,._;_.)~ /"" / ~ 

"Indeed We have sent down to you the Book in truth, so worship Allaah 
alone by making the Religion purely for Him. Surely the Religion, worship 
and obedience should be for Allaah alone. But those who take as Awliyaa' 
(friends and protectors) others along with Allaah say: We only worship 
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"Say; Truly my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and my death 
are all for Allaah, Lord of the worlds." [AI-An'aam (6): 162] 

Major Shirk is rampant amongst the world's population and 
is ultimately the obstacle to our salvation . Major Shirk (Shirku/

Akbar) is to make something from the various types of worship 

them so that they may bring us closer to Allaah. Indeed Allaah will judge 
between them concerning that in which they differ. Indeed Allaah does 
not guide those who are liars and disbelievers.'' (Az-Zumar 39:2-3) 

"And they worship those besides Allaah that can neither harm nor 
benefit them, and they say: These are our intercessors with Allaah. 
Say to them: Do you inform Allaah about that which He does not 
have knowledge in the heavens and the earth. Glory be to Allaah and 
how free He is from that which they associate as partners with Him." 
[Yoonus 10:18] 

"So Allaah - the Most Perfect - informed us in these two Aayaat that the 
idolaters had taken others from the creation as Awliyaa' along with Allaah . 
They worshipped them along with Him, by offering Du'aa (supplication) 
to them, and directing to them hope (of attaining safety or of being cured 
from some illness) and fear, sacrifice, vows, and their like claiming that 
directing such worship to these Awliyaa' would bring them closer to Allaah 
and that these Awliyaa' would then act as intercessors between them and 

Allaah. Yet Allaah - the Most Perfect - rejected such claims and made clear 
its falseness and labeled those who claimed such a thing as being liars and 
disbelievers!" [fqaamatul-Buraaheen (p. 27) of Shaykh 'Abdul-'Azeez bin Baaz] 
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for other than Allaah, like sacrificing for other than Allaah, or 
taking an oath by other than Allaah, or calling upon other than 
Allaah, or seeking aid from other than Allaah; like those who seek 
aid from statues and idols and Awliyaa' (close allies of Allaah), 
and the righteous; upon the basis that this will bring them closer 
to Allaah. The ruling upon this type of Shirk is that it is disbelief 
(Kufr) that ejects one from the Religion . 

Allaah does not accept anything from the one who commits 
major Shirk and his dwelling place is the Fire if he dies upon that, 

as the Prophet ~ said: 
_,,, ,. -.11. j, 

<<J OI ~;i I~~ ~ ulA ~n 

"Whoever dies whilst calling upon other than Allaah enters 
the Fire." 1221 

So clearly, major Shirk is the absolute worst sin, and Allaah will 
never forgive those who die upon it. Allaah ~ says: 

E / .,,-;:-:- . /\ -:' 11 -:' ,(,J. , ,, >.~,,,, ".t " !',J. t J. . ~,. .j ,;; .- ,;; :i._ 
~~ ~ ~ ·.) uJ.) .... ~..J ""~ .!.1..-A 0, ~ l ~ 1 ~tr 

"Verily Allaah does not forgive that Shirk be made with 
Him, but He forgives whatever is below that for whomever 
He wishes. And whosoever associates others with Allaah in 
worship, then he has indeed invented a tremendous sin.'" 
[An-Nisaa' (4): 48) 

And Allaah ~ says: 

[22] Bukhaaree 
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"Verily whosoever associates partners with Allaah, then 
indeed Allaah has made Paradise unlawful for him, and his 
station is the Fire. And the transgressors will not have any 
helpers.' [AI-Maa'idah (5): 72] 

And Allaah ~ explained that whosoever commits major Shirk 
will not have his actions accepted: 

,1.. 1*'~-; Ji'/ :'>.,,,,,.,--: .,., • •>., 1., ,11 ,.,,::,.}._ 
~_'.)_? .,.~ ~ ~ ~ )H i.o G!; ~~.J r 

"And We will approach what they have done of good 
deeds and make them like scattered dust." [AI-Furqaan 
(25): 23]" (231 

b) Minor Shirk (Shirkul-Asghar) - "Mahmood bin Lubayd ~ 

reported that Allaah's Messenger ~ said : 

~~\ ~.:,_~ I\ ~ jt_;f L; .::.;_,;f ~~ 
'The thing that I fear for you the most is minor Shirk~ 

The companions asked: 'O' Messenger of Allaah, what is minor 
Shirk?' He replied : 

'Showing off (Ar-riyaa'}, for verily Allaah will say on the day 

[23] Mudhkiratun fi/-'Aqeedah (p. 20-21) 
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of resurrection when people are receiving their rewards, 'Go to 
those whom you were showing off to in the world and see if you 
can find any reward from them. 1241 

"Minor Shirk does not expel one from the Religion, but it causes 
a deficiency in Tawheed; it is a way to major Shirk, and it is of two 
categories: 

The first category is apparent Shirk, and it consists of words 
and actions. So the words are like those used in swearing by 
other than Allaah. The Prophet ~ said : 

"Whoever swears by other than Allaah, then he has indeed 
disbelieved and committed Shirk." 1251 

And he said about the statement: 'What Allaah wills and what 
you will.' 

"Do you make me one to be called upon along with Allaah? 
Say: What Allaah alone wills." 1261 

As for the actions, then it is like wearing a ring and thread to 

[24] Authentic-Narrated by Ahmed, Baihaqee and Tabaranee]. 

[25] Hasan: Related by Abo Dawood (3/570), At-Tirmidhee (3/253), who said: 
"A Hasan Hadeeth." It was authenticated by Ima am Ash-Shawkaanee in Naylul
Awtaar (8/257) and by Al-Al baa nee in lrwaa 'u/-Gha/eel (no. 2561). 

(26] Hasan: Related by AI -Bukhaaree in AI-Adabul-Mufrad (no. 783), and by 
Ahmad (1/214), and an-Nisaa'ee in a/-'Amalu/-Yawm Wa-Laylah (no. 995), 
and lbn Maajah (no. 2117). It was authenticated by AI -Aran'oot in Takhreeju/
Musnad Abee Bakr (p. 55), and by Al -Al baa nee in As-Saheehah (no. 139). 
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lift an affliction, or to remove it, and like the hanging of amulets 
in fear of the evil eye, and other than it. If it is believed that these 
things are causes for the raising of an affliction, or removing it, 
then this is minor Shirk, because Allaah did not make these to 
be causes. If it is believed that these things themselves remove 
the calamity, then this is major Shirk, because that is devotion to 
other than Allaah ~ -

The second category of minor Shirk is hidden Shirk (Shirkul

Khafee). It is Shirk in desires and intentions, like riyaa' (showing 
off), and Sum'ah (seeking good repute). This is like performing 
an act which brings a person closer to Allaah, and desiring 
the praise of the people by it. An example of the person who 
perfects his Prayer, or gives charity, so that the people will praise 
and commend him for it. Or it is like the person who recites the 
remembrance (Dhikr) of Allaah with a good voice and recitation, 
so that the people will hear him and praise and commend him for 
it. And Riyaa' (showing off) is when a person mixes his action with 
that which negates it. 

Allaah ~ says: 

~ ~f dt 
~CJ~~ 

"So whosoever wishes to meet his Lord, then let him 
perform righteous acts, and let him not associate anyone 
in the worship of his Lord.'' [AI-Kahf (18): 110] 

The Prophet ~ said: 

~~\ ~~\ ~ ~lJt 
"What I fear for you most is minor Shirk" 
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They said: 'O Messenger of Allaah, what is minor Shirk?' He 
said: 

"Riyaa'." 1271 

And from it is doing good deeds for the sake of obtaining 
worldly status; like the one who performs Pilgrimage (Hajj), or 
calls to Prayer, or agrees with the people for the sake of wealth. 
Or it is that he attains religious knowledge, or performs Jihaad for 
the sake of wealth . The Prophet :i said: 

((~Jlll ~.J j ~lll ~ ~)) 

"May the servant of the Deenaar perish, and may the servant 
of the Dirham (forms of currency) perish ... " 12s1 

In Summary: 

Shaykh Saalih AI-Fawzaan .&1 ~ says: "To summarize what 
has passed, the difference between Major Shirk and Minor Shirk 
is as follows: 

1. Major Shirk ejects one from the Religion and Minor Shirk does 
not eject one from the Religion. 

2. The one who commits Major Shirk will reside in the Fire, and 
the one who commits Minor Shirk will not reside in it, even if 
he enters it at first. 

3. Major Shirk nullifies all good deeds, and Minor Shirk does not 

[27] Saheeh: Related by Ahmad (4/428) and AI-Baghawee (no. 4135), it was 
authenticated by Al -Al baa nee in Saheehul-Jaami' (no. 1555). 

[28] Bukhaaree (no. 2887) [Kitaabut-Tawheed (p. 11-13), slightly adapted] 
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nullify all good deeds; it only nullifies those good deeds in 
which Riyaa' , or an action done for the sake of worldly gain 
are mixed. 

4. Major Shirk makes one's blood and wealth lawful, and Minor 
Shirk does not make these things lawful." [291 

The Greatest Injustice 

lmaam lbnul-Qayyim AI-Jawziyyah (d .751H) .&l ..a-1 said : 

"Allaah the Exalted informed that the purpose and affair of 
creation was to know His Names and to worship Him alone, 
without associates so that the people could become trustworthy 
(Qist), and that is the justice ('Adi) by which the heavens and the 
earth are established, as Allaah ~ says : 

"We have already sent our Messengers with clear 
evidences and sent down with them the Book and the 
balance that the people may maintain their affairs in 
justice." [AI-Hadeed (57): 25) 

So Alla ah ~ informed that he sent His Messengers and revealed 
His books to establish the people upon fairness (Qist) and that is 
justice ('Adi). And from the greatest fairness is Tawheed, and it is 
the head of justice, and its maintainer, and Shirk is injustice, as 
Allaah ~ says: 

(29] Kitaabut-Tawheed (p. 13-14) . 
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"Verily Shirk is a great injustice." [Luqmaan (31): 13] 

So Shirk is the greatest injustice and Tawheed is the best form 

I 
of justice. So what can be a greater denial than this meaning, 
so it is the greatest of major sins; to the extent thaUt is said 
when Shirk itself negates something, it becomes the greatest of 
major sins absolutely. And Allaah has prohibited Paradise upon 
everyone who commits Shirk, and He has made his blood, wealth, 
and family permissible for the people of Tawheed, and that they 
may take them as slaves for themselves since they abandon His 
'Uboodiyyah (worship)". 

To know of the dangers of Shirk should be of primary 
importance. Whether we are Muslim or not, we should realise 
that it is the crime of Shirk which has led to the destruction of 
our world. By taking man away from the worship of Allaah, it has 
led him to the worship of other men, leading to oppression and 
tyranny. By confining man to the narrowness of this world, it will 
deny him the vastness of the Hereafter, which leads to justice and 
success. Therefore surely Shirk is the ultimate crime. 

4 
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Chapter J 

Obedience to Parents 

"And We have enjoined on man (to be dutiful and good) to 
his parents. His mother bore him in weakness and hardship 
upon weakness and hardship, and his weaning is in two 
years give thanks to Me and to your parents, unto Me is the 
final destination.'' [Luqmaan (31}: 14] 

After Tawheed the next advice from Luqmaan to his son is 
being dutiful and obedience to the parents. Our parents are the 
passage through which we came into this world. They experienced 
hardship and difficulty in raising us, particularly, our mothers. 
Allaah ~ has mentioned kind treatment of parents alongside the 
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command to worship Him alone. Allaah ~ says: 

"And your Lord has decreed that you worship none but Him. 
And that you be dutiful to your parents". [Al-lsraa' [17]: 23] 

"'r"":.~l ~~1:H" t:.:1.. ·11~~~ .J" ,,~>1 I ))~>1,,:i... 
~ ., _ ~~Y':>.J .... ,,_~ '.>-1? l.) ,l,)l ~~~y 

, ,, ,, 

"Worship Allaah and join none with Him (in worship); and 
do good to parents ... " [An-Nisaa' (4): 36] 

This is indicative of the importance of honouring one's parents 
and treating them well. 

Honouring one's parents means obeying them, respecting 
them, praying for them, lowering one's voice in their presence, 
smiling at them, lowering the wing of humility to themr3o1, not 

[30] Allaah % says: 

~ ~~ 1~ <:~ i-49~~ ~~~ ~l G~ ~t 4_; ~~~ 
1~ :)i t1 ~ ~ ~~ ]I ~D ~' .J~ 
~11 c_(;. i: ~1 ~~ o ~~ --1; ( ~1 j~ G ~ 

~~ ~g~ f ~J ~J Jt~ H1 ~ 
"And your Rabb (Lord) has decreed that you worship none but Him. 
And that you be kind to your parents. If one of them or both of them 
attain old age in your life, say not to them a word of disrespect, nor 
shout at them but address them in terms of honour. And lower unto 
them the wing of submission and humility through mercy, and say: 'My 
Rabb! Bestow on them Your Mercy as they did bring me up when I was 
young."' [A/-/sraa ' ( 17): 23-24] 
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showing displeasure towards them, striving to serve them, 
fulfilling their wishes, consulting them, listening to what they say, 
not being stubborn towards them and respecting their friends 
both during their lifetime and after they have died. 

That also includes not travelling without their permission, not 
sitting in a place higher than theirs, not starting to eat before 
they do, and not showing preference to your wife or child over 
them .1311 

(31] Narrated by lbn Umar 4,: "The Prophet ;II!: said : 

c:, c:,Oc:, ;o c- ,,. J .,.. loc:,,o c:, ,, 

\..~I 01 o_?l3 , ~Y ~ ~_,I 01 o.:,S-1 , ~.)) 

J~' :Ii . ~' .:J ~ 0·~ 1;:,~: ~,· ~11 .1 .. ~·~ :t· ~L .r-, C,,f4 , y ... -' . ... 

Ji µ:: .~ :5 0~ -~1 ~ J>- rti~_, '-lb ~i 
o "' f/1 J "" JO ,., ; \ _j, 0 .,,, 

~ LS) ~ J l:J c_)~ ~ .J ~G..:.:I ~) G.W 
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"While three persons were walking, rain began to fall and they had to 
enter a cave in a mountain. A big rock rolled over and blocked the mouth 
of the cave. They said to each other, 'Invoke Allaah with the best deed you 
have performed (so Allaah might remove the rockr One of them said, 'O 
Allaah! My parents were old and I used to go out for grazing (my animals). 
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Honouring them also means visiting them, offering them gifts, 
nanking them for bringing you up and treating you kindly when 
ou were small and after you grew up. 

It also means striving to reduce the arguments between them, 
!Y offering sincere advice and reminding them as much as you 
!lrn[321, and making excuses to the one who is wronged, and saying 

On my return I would milk (the animals) and take the milk in a vessel to 
my parents to drink. After they had drunk from it, I would give it to my 
children, family and wife. One day I was delayed and on my return I found 
my parents sleeping, and I disliked to wake them up. The children were 
crying at my feet {because of hunger). That state of affairs continued 
till it was dawn. 0 Allaah! If You regard that I did it for Your sake, then 
please remove this rock so that we may see the sky.' So, the rock was 
moved a bit. 

The second said, 'O Allaah! You know that I was in love with a cousin of 
mine, like the deepest love a man may have for a woman, and she told 
me that I would not get my desire fulfilled unless I paid her one-hundred 
Dinars (gold pieces). So, I struggled for it till I gathered the desired amount, 
and when I sat in between her legs, she told me to be afraid of Allaah, 
and asked me not to deflower her except rightfully (by marriage). So, I got 
up and left her. 0 Allaah! If You regard that I did it for Your sake, kindly 
remove this rock.' So, two-thirds of the rock was removed. 

Then the third man said, 'O Allaah ! No doubt You know that once I employed 
a worker for one Faraq (three Sa's) of millet, and when I wanted to pay 
him, he refused to take it, so I sowed it and from its yield I bought cows 
and a shepherd. After a time that man came and demanded his money. I 
said to him: Go to those cows and the shepherd and take them for they are 
for you. He asked me whether I was joking with him. I told him that I was 
not joking with him, and all that belonged to him. 0 Allaah! If You regard 
that I did it sincerely for Your sake, then please remove the rock.' So, the 
rock was removed completely from the mouth of the cave." (Bukhaaree) 

32] We should learn a lesson from the manners of Prophet lbraheem when he 
vas giving Da'wah to his father. Allaah 'M says: 

- 49 I 
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and doing things to calm them down. 

No matter how your parents treats you, you should follow the 
good manners described above, so as to avoid everything that 
may make them angry or upset, so long as that does not lead to 
sin or disobedience towards Allaah, because the rights of Allaah 

"And mention in the Book (the Qur'aan) lbraheem. Verily! He was a 
man of truth, a Prophet. When he said to his father: "O my father! Why 
do you worship that which hears not, sees not and cannot avail you in 
anything? "O my father! Verily! There has come to me of knowledge that 
which came not unto you. So follow me. I will guide you to a Straight 
Path. "O my father! Worship not Shaytaan (Satan). Verily! Shaytaan has 
been a rebel against the Most Beneficent (Allaah). 

"O my father! Verily! I fear lest a torment from the Most Beneficent 
(Allaah) overtake you, so that you become a companion of Shaytaan 
(Satan) (in the Hell-fire)." He (the father) said: "Do you reject my gods, 
0 lbraheem? If you stop not (this), I will indeed stone you. So get away 
from me safely before I punish you." lbraheem said: "Peace be on you! I 
will ask Forgiveness of my Lord for you. Verily! He is unto me, Ever Most 
Gracious." [Maryam (19) : 41-47] 
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come before the rights of other people. 

Obedience is in That which is Good 

Parents are to be obeyed as commanded by Allaah. But 
obedience to them ceases when it involves disobedience of 
Allaah ~ - Allaah ~ says: 

~ ~ --~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j~ j ~ .J1~ 01__;~ 
(. 

J~.,1 .. ~. o :/ \ . /. , ~r/ D >,/ c~, · \,,~ ,-, // r~ > JI, 
- ()"' <..r.?:" (:t'..J ~..r'-" - ~ ~~.) ~ / 

~0_;1-:;, ;.r ~ M~ ~:; ~h ~ 
"But if they (both) strive with you to make you join in worship 
with Me others that of which you have no knowledge, then 
obey them not, but behave with them in the world kindly, 
and follow the path of him who turns to Me in repentance 
and in obedience. Then to Me will be your return, and I 
shall tell you what you used to do." [Luqmaan {31): 15]1331 

(33] Obedience to Parents Clashing with the Obedience to Allaah 

Firstly: That the obligation of obedience to the parents and their rights is 
an obligation laid down by Allaah % in His Book and upon the tongue of His 
Messenger ~ that is the basis for it- nothing else i.e. it is an obligation because 
Allaah % made it such. 

Allaah % says: 

~~~ / '=" .,/ ,,,,.~ / > / _.,, '""">>'/ j~\ / .J./ ,,,,,.,~ 

"( l..i.::.;J t1-.1L,J ~_.., ·~l ':l l \J~ :1 4'.J ~ yr 

"A a you Rabb (Lord) has decreed that you worship none but Him. And 
that you be kind to your parents." [Al-lsraa' (17): 23] 

5 
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Secondly: In the Aayahs where Allaah ~ orders good treatment of parents, He 
precedes it with the order to worship Him alone - He ~ says: 

"Worship none but Allaah; Treat with kindness your parents ... " [AI
Baqarah (2): 83] 

and He says: 

~ ( ,---;.i i~;i~~ 1{:1» ,ft \tP 1; ~\ G~t~ 
"Worship Allaah, and join not any partners with Him in worship; Be good 
to parents ... " [An-Nisaa' (4): 36] 

and He says: 

~\~ <;.l ~~~~J 1{:~ ' !t ·~ ~'~ 
" ... join not anything as equal with Him; and do good to parents ... "[AI
An'aam (6) : 151] 

Thirdly: Obedience to parents just like obedience to those in authority 
is subservient to obedience to Allaah ~ and His Messenger ~ - Therefore if 
obedience to parents clashes with obedience to Allaah and His Messenger ~ 
then parents must be disobeyed on that point. 

Alee ~ reports that the Messenger ~ said: 

((_j /~ / I\ j ~\.h.J\ l.JI , ;(,a;~\ ~\.1 'ill 
/ J.r,--' ~ • /0 / ~ 

"There is no obedience to anyone in disobedience to Allaah, verily 
obedience is in that which is correct."(Bukhaaree) 

And as regards obedience to the Messenger ~ then the Aayahs obligating 
that are many, and Allaah ~ says: 

"We sent not a Messenger, but to be obeyed, in accordance with the 
Will of Allaah." [An-Nisaa' (4) : 64] 

And Abu Hurayrah ~ reports that Allaah's Messenger ~ said : 
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,Ji\ ~ .ill J~ /;.J 4'.ill t_l1i .ill ~l1i ;;n 
.ill ~\rl ~ 0-4.J ,~l1i .ill ~\rl ~ /;.J 

((J~ 

"He who obeys me has obeyed Allaah and he who disobeys me has 
disobeyed Allaah, and he who obeys the Ameer has obeyed me and he 
who disobeys the Ameer has disobeyed me."(Bukhaaree) 

In Tafseerof Aayah 83 of Sooratul-Baqarah, lbn Katheer [[Rahl] says: "Allaah 
~ reminds Ba nee lsraaeel of these orders which He gave them and took their 
covenant upon and that they had turned away from that, all of it, knowingly 
and deliberately - while remembering it - so He ordered them to worship 
Him alone and not to associate anything with Him, and He ordered that for 
all of the creation and that is the reason why He created them ... And that is 
the highest and greatest of the rights of Allaah the Blessed and Most High -
that He alone should be worshipped, and then after that comes the rights of 
the creation, and the most important of these is the right of the parents and 
therefore He joins the two." 

So anything which Allaah ~ or His Messenger ~ have obligated must be 
carried out and if the parents try to prevent that then they must be disobeyed 
in that. 

lbn Taimiyyah ..iii v-J says in Majmoo al-Fataawaa, 14/339-340): 

"And part of giving thanks for the good that someone does is the thanks due 
to the parents and others who do good to you, since 

., ,.,, .:;; ., 0 ,,,. 

((4'.i)\ F ~ ~81 p.. ~ ;;n 
'He who does not thank the people does not thank Allaah.: 

however - the right of no person, nor his favours can ever reach the level 
that they be thanked with the disobedience to Allaah, or that they be obeyed 
in disobedience to Allaah - since Allaah is the One who sends down all the 
great blessings, which none of the creation are able to . And even favours 
done by any of the creation are from Him also. 

Allaah ~ says: 

53 
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·~nd you have no good thing but it is from Allaah:' [An-Nahl (16) :53] 

and He says: 

,,(G. ·;.'11 · C/ 0 ;:~,1 · ~ {"-; /~.,,.}._ 
"'Z "/ '-t'j s ~ / ~ s rJ P--'.J l' 

"And He has subjected to you, as from Him, all that is in the heavens and 
on earth." [AI-Jaathiyah (45): 13] 

And no one is able to recompense obedience, disobedience and Kufr but 
Him. Therefore it is not possible that anyone be obeyed in disobedience to the 
Creator as He ~ says: 

"And We have enjoined on man kindness to parents: but if they (either 
of them) strive (to force) thee to join with Me anything of which you 
have no knowledge; obey them not. You have (all) to return to Me, and I 
will tell You the truth) of all that you did." [AI-Ankaboot (29): 8] 

And the Messenger jj said: 

" The Muslim must hear and obey in hard and easy things and what he 
likes and dislikes, as long as he is not ordered with disobedience and if he 
is ordered with disobedience then there is no hearing and no obeying." 

And it occurs in AI-Bukhaaree and Muslim that he said: 

((~_,~\ J ~l.hj\ ~pi 

"Verily obedience is in that wh ich is correct." 

and he said: 

~ .~ 1_: '>li ~ 0':J -' 11 ; .:J// t ~ / 
~ ,,. / ; " y ~ '..r" 0-4 

"He who orders you with disobedience to Al/aah - among the rulers 
- then disobey him." 
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Take Account before You Account 

Then Allaah ~ says: 

"O my son! If it be (anything) equal to the weight of a 
grain of mustard seed, and though it be in a rock, or in the 
heavens or in the earth, Allaah will bring it forth. Verily, 
Allaah is Subtle (in bringing out that grain), Well-Aware (of 
its place)." [Luqmaan {31): 16] 

Luqmaan was telling his son that if a wrong action or a sin be 
equal to the size of a grain of mustard seed or an atom Allaah will 
bring it forth on the Day of Judgement when it is placed in the 
Scales of justice and everyone is rewarded or punished for his 
actions. If they are good, he will be rewarded and if they are bad 
he will be punished. 

The belief in the Day of Resurrection is an article of faith and 
disbelief in it is Kufr. In His address Prophet Musaa iMI\ at the 

and he said : 

"There is no obedience to any creature in disobedience to the Creator." 

In Tafseer of Aayah 83 of Sooratul-Baqarah, AI-Baghawee says: "That is : We 
enjoined good conduct and kindness to them and obeying those commands of 
theirs which do not go against the commands of Allaah ~ -" 

And AI-Qurtubee says in Tafseer of Aayah 23 of Sooratul- /sraa ': "Disobedience 
to them is disobeying their lawful wishes, just as goodness to them is agreeing to 
their lawful wishes - as long as that does not involve disobedience to Allaah) ." 
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valley of Toor after He had instructed him to worship Him and 
none else, Allaah ~ says: 

,,.-;: I -' .,, ~\? ,".' .:_~t ( ~~{\ -'C/\ 5-,, \" ~~t/,(\ ~\~ 
Q ~ ~ ~ ~ <>~ ~ .:>b ~~ -.-L...:..I ui-"'f' 

~2;~X 0~ eS~ ~ frJ:, ~ 0A ~ ~~ ~ 
"Verily, the Hour is coming and My Will is to keep it hidden 
that every person may be rewarded for that which he 
strives. Therefore, let not the one who believes not therein 
{i.e. in the Day of Resurrection, Reckoning, Paradise and 
Hell, etc.), but follows his own lusts, divert you therefrom, 
lest you perish.'' [Taa Haa (20}: 15-16] 

On that Day deeds will be weighed, good against the bad . 
Allaah ~ says: 

"And We shall set up balances of justice on the Day of 
Resurrection, then none will be dealt with unjustly in 
anything. And if there be the weight of a mustard seed, 
We will bring it. And Sufficient are We as Reckoners." [AI
Anbiyaa' (21}: 47] 

Also, He ~ says: 

"So whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom 
{or a small ant), shall see it. And whosoever does evil equal 
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to the weight of an atom (or a small ant}, shall see it.'' [Az
Zalza/ah (99): 7-8] 

Every deed, however tiny, even if it were to be hidden inside a 
solid rock or anywhere in the heavens and the earth, Mlaah will 
bring them forth, because nothing is hidden from him, not even 
the weight of a speck of dust in the heavens or on the earth. 
Allaah ~ says: 

"Verily, Allaah is Subtle, Well-Aware.'' [Luqmaan (31): 16] 

Meaning, His knowledge is subtle, for nothing is hidden from 
Him, no matter how small, subtle and minute; even the footsteps 
of an ant in the darkest night. 

Apart from man accounting for his deeds, those who were 
wronged in this world would claim their rights on that Day.l34

•
35

•
36l 

Man should strive to do good deeds however insignificant it may 
be, and should not belittle any evil deed however infinitesimal 
because man does not know which of the good deeds would 
earn him the mercy of Allaahf37l, nor does he know the evil deed 
that would lead to his eternal condemnation.r3sJ 

[34] Narrated by Abu Hurayrah .:$,, : "Allaah's Messenger ~ said: 

((f~I ~ 0J~_'.0\)) 
"Do you know who is poor" 

They (the Companions of the Prophet) said: A poor man amongst us is one 
who has neither Dirham with him nor wealth. He (the Prophet ~ ) said: 

57 
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The best thing man should wish is not be called to account 
because whoever is called to account would perish .1391 

The poor of my Ummah would be he who would come on the Day of 
Resurrection with prayers and fasts and Zakaah but (he would find himself 
bankrupt on that day as he would have exhausted his funds of virtues) 
since he hurled abuses upon others, brought calumny against others and 
unlawfully consumed the wealth of others and shed the blood of others 
and beat others, and his virtues would be credited to the account of one 
(who suffered at his hand). And if his good deeds fall short to clear the 
account, then his sins would be entered in (his account) and he would be 
thrown in the Hell-Fire."' [Muslim] 

(35] ls the Day of Judgement Near? 

Allaah ~ says: 

"Draws near for mankind their reckoning, while they turn away in 
heedlessness." [AI-Anbiyaa' (21): 1] 

lbn Katheer said in his Tafseer: "Here Allaah is pointing out that the Hour is 
approaching and is at hand, and that people are unaware of it, i.e., they are 
not working and preparing for it. Similar is His saying that: 

"The Hour has drawn near, and the moon has been cleft asunder." [AI
Qamar (54): 1] 
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lbn Katheer said in his Ta/seer: "Here Allaah tells us of the approach of the 
Hour and the passing of this world. Allaah ~ says: 

~~~ ~~\ 
"It is Allaah Who has sent down the Book (the Qur'aan) in truth, and the 
Balance (i.e., to act justly). And what can make you know that perhaps 
the Hour is close at hand?" [Ash-Shooraa (42) : 17] 

The same urgency or nearness of the Hour is stressed in the Sunnah. The 
coming of the Prophet ~ is in itself a sign of the Hour as he said : 

((~4,5 ii.Ul.,9 t.;i J ~~~)) 
"I have been sent, I and the Hour being like these two ... " 

and holding his hand he held out his middle and forefingers ." (Bukhaaree) The 
Messenger of Allaah ~ also said : 

"How can I enjoy life when the bearer of the horn (or trumpet) has put the 
horn to his lips and is listening, waiting for the command to blow?" 

It was as if this was difficult for the companions of the Prophet ~ to hear, so 
he said to them: 

"Say: Hasbuna A/laah wa niam al-wakeel, 'ala Allaah tawakkalnaa 
{Sufficient for us is Allaah, and He is the Best Disposer of affairs, in Allaah 
we put our trust)." (At-Tirmidhee) 

Portents of the Hour: Anas bin Malik ~ said: 'I shall tell you a Hadeeth 
which no one else will tell you after I am gone. I heard the Messenger 
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of Allaah ~ say: 

''Among the signs of the Hour are: knowledge will be reduced, ignorance 
will prevail, zinaa will be widespread, and there will be many women and 
few men, until for fifty women there will be one guardian." (Bukharee) 

The Messenger of Allaah ~ also said : 

''At the end of time there will be earthquakes, slander, transmutation into 
animals (or disfigurement, deformity), when stringed instruments and 
female singers will be widespread, and wine will be permitted." [Saheeh 
AI-Jaami') 

All of these texts clearly indicate that the Hour is approaching and that an 
abundance of sin and evil is one of its signs. For any discerning observer, each 
single condition mentioned in the above Ahaadeeth have already occurred or 
are occurring. Yet, the Kuffaar (unbelievers) think that the Hour is unlikely to 
happen and that it is taking too long. So their preparations are in a different 
direction: make men live longer or even create human beings of their own 
through cloning; immerse mankind in a perpetual search for wealth with no 
thought for the Hereafter through globalization; enthrone one single culture 
on the world - a culture that celebrates everything that Allaah has made 
Haraam (music, free sex, no modesty, selfishness etc) and disdains that which 
Allaah has made Halaal. But the fact of the matter is as Allaah ~ says: 

,£1/,:: >,/ ~/ ( ,' >~•N •>~\ },._ "( ~ ! <I;.>..,...) 0 ~ f-> .)_;: rt'~ 1' 

"Verily! They see it (the torment) afar off, But We see it (quite) 
near.'' [AI-Ma'aarij {70): 6-7) 
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aught at the End-Time: Whatever you do now, reform yourself and do good 
o that you will not be caught with the turmoil of the end of the world. The 

Messenger of Allaah ~ said: 
.;;; ,,.... .;; } ,,, ,,,,, ,,.... 

((q" l:.ll l:,..;. ~ :ll ~ wl f ~ :Jn 

"The Hour will only come upon the most evil of people." (Muslim) 

He also said : 

"The righteous people will vanish, the best first, then the next best and so 
on, and there will be left worthless chaff like the chaff of barley or dates, 
and Allaah will not care about them at all." (Bukhaaree) 

For as long as you and I are committed to doing good and obeying the 
commands of Allaah, then the Hour will not happen on us, lnsha Allaah! 

[36) Shaykh Muhammad AI-Saalih al-'Uthaymeen ..11..,,...) was asked : 

"How will the kaafir be brought to account on the Day of Resurrection when 
he is :,ot required to follow the obligations of Islam? 

He replied : 

This question is based on a misconception . The same is required of the Kaafir 
as is required of the believer, but he is not to be compelled to follow it in this 
world. The fact that it is required of him is indicated by the passage in which 
Allaah ~ says: 
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"Except those on the Right (i.e. the pious true believers of Islamic 

Monotheism). In Gardens (Paradise) they will ask one another, about 
AI-Mujrimoon (polytheists, criminals, disbelievers) (and they will say to 
them): 'What has caused you to enter Hell?' They will say: 'We were 
not of those who used to offer the Salaah (prayers), nor we used to 
feed AI-Miskeen (the poor); and we used to talk falsehood (all that 
which Allaah hated) with vain talkers. And we used to belie the Day of 
Recompense" [Al-Muddaththir (74) : 39-46] 

If they were not being punished for not praying and not feeding the poor, 
they would not have mentioned that, because there would be no point in 
mentioning it in this situation . This indicates that they are being punished for 
not doing the minor issues enjoined by lslaam. As this is implied by the texts, it 
is also implied by reasoning. If Allaah will punish His believing slave for what he 
failed to do of religious duties, how can He not punish the Kaafir? Moreover, 
the Kaafir will be punished for all the blessings that Alla ah bestowed upon him 
of food and drink, etc. 

Allaah ~ says : 

"Those who believe and do righteous good deeds, there is no sin on 
them for what they ate (in the past), if they fear Allaah {by keeping 
away from His forbidden things), and believe and do righteous good 
deeds, and again fear Allaah and believe, and once again fear Allaah 
and do good deeds with /hsaan (perfection). And Allaah loves the 
good-doers.'' [AI-Maa'idah (5): 93] 

The apparent meaning of the Verse is that there is no sin on the believers for 
what they have eaten. What this implies is that there is sin on the Kuffaar 
for what they have eaten ." [Majmoo ' Fataawa AI-Shaykh lbn 'Uthaymeen (2/ 
question no. 164)] 

[37] Narrated by Abu Mas'ud Al-Ansari ~ : "Allaah's Messenger ~ said : 
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~\ ~ j ~ ;. ~ ' ~ 0\5 ~ j;.~ ~_,; )) 
0~ , (,~; 0tsj '-Y'o1 ~~ 0ts ~f '11 , t~ 

0 J. O .,,. 0 t 
i1 J t_; :J t.; , __ : ' 11 ~.;, I· / ~ 0i ;J~ " G ~ ~ .J.).J . " / .r " 

((~ I.Jjj~ , ~ ~ \ j;_f :_;.:, :J~ 
'A person from people who lived before you was called to account (by 
Allaah ~ on the Day of Judgment) and no good was found in his account 
except this that he being a rich man had (financial) dealings with people 
and had commanded his servants to show leniency to the straitened ones. 
Upon this Allaah ~ said: We have more right to this, so overlook (his 
faults) ."' (Muslim) 

arrated by Abu Hurayrah ~ : "Allaah's Messenger ~ said : 

'While a man was walking on a road, he became very thirsty. Then he 
came across a well, got down into it, drank (of its water) and then came 
out. Meanwhile he saw a dog panting and licking mud because of excessive 
thirst. The man said to himself: "This dog is suffering from the same state 
of thirst as I did." So he went down the well (again) and filled his shoe (with 
water) and held it in his mouth and watered the dog. Allaah thanked him 
for that deed and forgave him." 

The people asked, "O Allaah's Messenger ~ ! Is there a reward for us in serving 
the animals?" He said : 
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u" ' i u; / -lS ~l< ·)) .r:- ~· .) ~; u .I, 

"(Yes} There is a reward for serving any animate {living being}."' 
(Bukhaaree) 

[38] Narrated by Abu Hurayrah 4,: "Allaah's Messenger ~ said that a woman 
was thrown into Hell-Fire because of a cat whom she had tied and did not 
provide it with food, nor did she set it free to eat insects of the earth until it 
died inch by inch." 

Zuhree .J.i1.....,.. J said : (These two Hadeeths) show that a person should neither 
feel confident (of getting into Paradise) because of his deeds, nor should he 
lose (all hopes) of getting into Paradise." (Muslim) 

[39J Narrated by lbn Abu Mulaika 4,: "Whenever 'Aa'ishah (the wife of 
the Prophet ~ ) heard anything which she did not understand, she used 
to ask again till she understood it completely. Aa'ishah said: "Once the 
Prophet :i said : 

((J.j\~ '-11 ~Ull / / ~~ j_;.i / l)) . / . iY- . . r..r:: 

"Whoever will be called to account (about his deeds on the Day of 
Resurrection) will surely be punished." 

I said, 'Doesn't Allaah ~ say: 

"He surely will receive an easy reckoning." [Al-lnshiqaaq (84). 8] 

The Prophet ~ replied : 

((.SI\~ / uL>J\ /.-~ ~/ ~<l , '·':: l\ ~~ LJ\)) 
~ . / ~y ,J (.)""';-'..., ~ ..r' / / ~ 

"This means only the presentation of the accounts but whoever will be 
argued about his account, will certainly be ruined." (Bukhaaree) 



Chapter J 

Establish Salaah, Establish Goodness 

"O my son! Aqim-is-Salat (perform As-Salaah), enjoin 
(people) for AI-Ma'ruf (lslaamic Monotheism and all that is 
good), and forbid (people) from A/-Munkar (i.e. disbelief in 
the Oneness of Allaah, polytheism of all kinds and all that is 
evil and bad), and bear with patience whatever befall you. 
Verily! These are some of the important commandments 
ordered by Allaah with no exemption." [Luqmaan (31): 17] 

After Luqmaan had drawn the attention of his son to the 
accountability on the Day of Judgement, the next thing Luqmaan 
advised his son to do was the establishment of Salaah . 
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Sa/aah is the next in importance after Tawheed. Allaah ~ says: 

"The Mosques of Allaah shall be maintained only by those 
who believe in Allaah and the Last Day; perform As-Sa/aah 
{lqamat-as-Sa/atV401 and give Zakaah and fear none but 

[40] The Importance of Prayer 

The importance of the prayer in lslaam cannot be understated. It is the first 
pillar of lslaam that the Prophet ~ mentioned after mentioning the testimony 
of faith, by which one becomes a Muslim. It was made obligatory upon all the 
prophets and for all peoples. Allaah ~ has declared its obligatory status under 
majestic circumstances. 

For example, when Allaah % spoke directly to Moses, He ~ says: 

"And I have chosen you, so listen to that which is inspired to you. Verily, 
I am Allaah! There is none worthy of worship but I, so worship Me and 
offer prayer perfectly for My remembrance." [Toa Hoa (20): 13-14] 

Similarly, the prayers were made obligatory upon the Prophet Muhammad 
~ during his ascension to heaven. Furthermore, when Allaah ~ praises the 
believers, such as in the beginning of Surah AI-Muminoon, one of the first 
descriptions He states is their adherence to the prayers. 

Once a man asked the Prophet ~ about the most virtuous deed. The Prophet 
~ stated that the most virtuous deed is the prayer. The man asked again and 
again. The first three times, the Prophet ~ again answered: 
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"The prayer," 

then on the fourth occasion he stated: 

"Jihaad in the way of Allaah." 

[This is from a Hadeeth recorded by Ahmad and lbn Hibban. According to 
AI-Albaanee, the Hadeeth is hasan. Muhammad Naasiruddeen AI-Albaanee, 
Saheeh At-Targheeb Wa At-Tarheeb (Beirut: AI-Maktab al-lslaamee, 1982), vol. 
1, p. 150] 

The importance of prayer is demonstrated in many of the Prophet's ~ 
statement. For example, the Prophet ~ said : 

li; ~ 0~ ~~ j:J1 ~ ~~ ~ J~f ~in 
((~j ~L:;. li; 0.i:J 01.J ~ ~f j ~f 

"The first matter that the slave will be brought to account for on the Day 
of Judgment is the prayer. If it is sound, then the rest of his deeds will be 
sound. And if it is bad, then the rest of his deeds will be bad." 

[Recorded by AI-Tabaranee. According to AI-Albaanee, it is Saheeh . AI
Albaanee, Saheeh AI-Jaami', vol.1, p. 503 . 

The importance of the prayers lies in the fact that no matter what actions 
one performs in his life, the most important aspect is one's relationship to 
Allaah, that is, one's faith (Eemaan), God-consciousness (Taqwaa), sincerity 
(ikh/aas) and worship of Allaah ('Jbaadah) . This relationship with Allaah is 
demonstrated and put into practice, as well as improved and increased, by 
the prayer. Therefore, if the prayers are sound and proper, the rest of the 
deeds will be sound and proper; and if the prayers are not sound and proper, 
then the rest of the deeds will not be sound and proper, as the Prophet ~ 
himself stated . 

In reality, if the prayer is performed properly with true remembrance of Allaah 
and turning to Him for forgiveness it will have a lasting effect on the person. 
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After he finishes the prayer, his heart will be filled with the remembrance of 
Allaah. He will be fearful as well as hopeful of Allaah . After that experience, 
he will not want to move from that lofty position to one wherein he disobeys 
Allaah. Allaah has mentioned this aspect of the prayer when He says: 

"Verily, the prayer prevents one from the great sins and evil deeds." [AI
Ankaboot: (29) 45] . 

Nadwi ..ii i <2-J has described this effect in the following eloquent way: "Its aim is 
to generate within the subliminal self of man such spiritual power, light of fa ith 
and awareness of God as can enable him to strive successfully against all kinds 
of evils and temptations and remain steadfast at times of t rial and adversity 
and protect himself against the weakness of the flesh and the mischief of 
immoderate appetites." (Nadwi, Four Pillars of Islam, p. 24) 

The overall effect that the properly performed prayers should have upon 
humans is described in other Verses in the Qur'aan : 

~ 1~0 o ~_;;_ ~1 t:.: 1~l o ~~ ~ ~J1 i1~ 

~~;,J; F-f>lo ~ ~ ~J1 o ~ \ ~b O ~;: ~ 
"Verily, man was created impatient, irritable when evil touches him and 
niggardly when good touches him. Except for those devoted to prayer 
those who remain constant in their prayers." [AI-Ma 'arij (70) :19-23]. 

As for the Hereafter, Allaah's forgiveness and pleasure is closely related to the 
prayers. The Messenger of Allaah ~ said: 

z;..;-1 4 j;:-J;i- ~?\ 
, 

, 0 -: )) 0 , 41 ylj.l.o 0-° ~ 
~ J,,,.. , , , 

.;; ,, } ' ~i_, 0 

~~J z;:; J,,,.. '·, 
4 ~ _,..:..>-.J ~ .) 091 ~~Y.J 
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"Allaah has obligated five prayers. Whoever excellently performs their 
ablutions, prays them in their proper times, completes their bows, 
prostrations and khushoo ' (maintaining calmness and concentration in 
Salaah) has a promise from Allaah that He will forgive him. And whoever 
does not do that has no promise from Allaah. He may either forgive him 
or punish him." 

(Recorded by Malik, Ahmad, Abu Dawood, An-Nasaaee and others. According 
to al-Al baa nee, it is sahih. Al-Al baa nee, Saheeh Al-Jami, vol. 1, p. 616.) 

The prayers are a type of purification for a human being. He turns and meets 
with his Lord five times a day. As alluded to above, this repeated standing in 
front of Allaah should keep the person from performing sins during the day. 
Furthermore, it should also be a time of remorse and repentance, such that 
he earnestly asks Allaah for forgiveness for those sins that he committed. In 
addition, the prayer in itself is a good deed that wipes away some of the evil 
deeds that he performed. These points can be noted in the following Hadeeth 
of the Prophet ~ : 

"If a person had a stream outside his door and he bathed in it five times a 
day, do you think he would have any filth left on him?" 

The people said, "No filth would remain on him whatsoever." The Prophet ~ 
then said: 

((\,;\..k;JI <tJ ~I , , , ~..::_11 ..:..,l ' I ~-11 ' 1;: dJJ_;)) - , , ~ ~ , _,.,......,,.., ~ , , , 

"That is like the five daily prayers: Allaah wipes away the sins by them." 
[Bukhaaree and Muslim] 

In another Hadeeth, the Prophet ~ said: 

, µ1 .Si) ~In 

..:.,I~ '~~~ 
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Allaah. It is they who are expected to be on true guidance." 
[At-Tawbah (9): 18] 

When the Messenger of Allaah ~ was sending Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal ~ to Yemen he asked him to call them to Tawheed first then 
Salaah. Narrated by lbn Abbas ~ : "When Allaah's Messenger ~ 
sent Muadh ~ to Yemen, he said (to him): 

"You are going to people of a (Divine) Book. First of all invite 
them to worship Allaah (alone) and when they come to know 
Allaah, inform them that Allaah has enjoined on them, five 
prayers in every day and night; and if they start offering these 
prayers, inform them that Allaah has enjoined on them, the 
Zakaah. And it is to be taken from the rich amongst them 
and given to the poor amongst them; and if they obey you in 
that, take Zakaah from them and avoid (don't take) the best 

"The time between the five prayers, two consecutive Friday prayers, and 
two consecutive Ramadans are expiations for all that has happened during 
that period, provided that one has avoided the grave sins." [Muslim] 

(Commentary on the Forty Hadith of An-Nawawi, vol. 1 pp 359-362, Jamaal 
Al-Din Zarabozo) 
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property of the people as Zakaah." l41
J 

Enjoining Good and Forbidding Evil 

And Allaah ~ says: 

{_fjf if ~1 --)_y_;:I~ ;t~ 
" ... enjoin (people) for AI-Ma'ruf (all that is good), and 
forbid (people) from AI-Munkar (all that is evil and bad) ... " 
[Luqmaan (31): 17] 

Establishing Salaah is an individual responsibility. No other 
person can do it on behalf of another. Unlike Salaah, enjoining 
good and forbidding evil is both individual and communal 
responsibility. At least a group of people in a community should 
take up the responsibility. 

Allaah ~ says: 

~ .... i ... J/. ,: .> .,,. >~-;{ ~J-. • ~,,·,,~ ..J\>\ I u_y-J., ~I • · · ~ '.J .,,,..... ~ .. / 

{0~1 ~ ~jl_; µ, i.} 
"Let there arise out of you a group of people inviting to all 
that is good (lslaam), enjoining Al-Ma 'ruf (al/ that lsfaam 
orders one to do) and forbidding AI-Munkar (al/ that lsfaam 
has forbidden). And it is they who are the successful." [Aal 
lmraan (3): 104] 

Once a section of the community has taking the responsibility 
the rest are excused. But if nobody takes up the task, then, it is a 
sin upon the whole community. 

[41] AI-Bukhaaree 

7 
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Allaah tm says by way of description of Prophet Muhammad ~ : 

_:.,1 -t >/ L__ .>i" ,, ~>,-"// · ;....::Jt »>t~ J-i:.J ~\ if ~.J '-J) :, ~..,..... - 1' 

"He orders them with that which is good and forbids them 
that which is bad. And he makes allowed for them that 
which is clean and good, and forbids them that which is 
unclean and detestable." [Al-'A'raaf (7): 157) 

This illustrates the perfection of the message of the Prophet 
Muhammad ~ . He is the one on whose tongue Allaah ~ has 
enjoined all that is good, forbidden all that is bad, allowed every 
clean thing and prohibited every unclean or harmful thing. 

Allaah ~ has made enjoining good and forbidding evil a 
distinctive characteristic of this Ummah. Allaah ~ says: 

0*~) ~.J_;:i~ 5__,~13 ~Q ~j-i tJ 7; ~ t} 
!i 

{.&\ s;/j~ ~r ~ ., .,,. ,; -;,; 

"You are the best of peoples ever raised up for mankind; 
you enjoin Al-Ma' ruf (all that lslaam has enjoined) and 
forbid AI-Munkar (all that lslaam has forbidden), and you 
believe in Allah." [Aal 'lmraan (3): 110) 

It is equally part of the qualities of believers. Allaah ~ says: 

"The believers, men and women, are Awliyaa' (helpers, 
supporters, friends, protectors) of one another; they enjoin 
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(on the people) AI-Ma'ruf (all that lslaam orders one to 
do), and forbid (people) from AI-Munkar (all that lslaam 
has forbidden)." 

The responsibility of enjoining what is good and forbidding 
what is evil should be carried out according to individual ability. 

Abu Sa 'eed AI-Khudree ~ reported: Messenger of Allaah ~ 
said: 

'o...G 

~~_J ' ~.r~) 
/ / 

"Whoever amongst you sees an evil, he must change it with 
his hand; if he is unable to do so, then with his tongue; and 
if he is unable to do so, then with his heart; and that is the 
weakest form of Faith." r421 

This Hadeeth contains a very important prescription to prevent 
the Muslim society from all things which are forbidden in lslaam. 
So long as Muslims adhered to it and ceaselessly and fearlessly 
performed their obligation of enjoining the right and forbidding 
the wrong, their society was largely safe from many evils and sins. 

The Hadeeth also shows the different levels of people with 
respect to enjoining good and forbidding evil. Enjoining good and 
forbidding evil is done sometimes with the heart, sometimes with 
t he tongue, and sometimes with the hand (i.e. physical force). As 
for practicing it with the heart, it is obligatory upon everyone in 
every time and situation, since its practice brings no hardship. 
Whoever fails to do even that is not even a believer. 

[42] Muslim 
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The Messenger of Allaah ~ said: 

((~~~\ ~l ~;J '~~j ~ ~ 0~ ,~1 /l} 
"Whoever of you sees wrong being committed, let him rectify it 
with his hand, if he is unable, then with his tongue, and if he us 
unable, then with his heart, and this is the weakest of faith -

or in another version : 

((~;_:,;.~~~)'I~~; ~IJJ ~Jll 
beyond this there is not a single mustard seed's weight of 
faith (Eemaan)."1431 

Enjoining good and forbidding evil demands sufficient 
knowledge of the Sharee'ah, forbearance, patience, regard for 
that which is beneficial and that which has more harm than 
benefit and that which is possible and that which is not possible. 

The benefit of enjoining good and forbidding evil is shared 
by both individual and the whole community. Likewise is the 
evil emanating from lack of enjoining good and forbidding evil. 
Nu 'maan bin Basheer ~ reported: "The Prophet ii said : 

[43] Muslim 
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' 
"The likeness of the man who observes the limits prescribed 
by Allaah and that of the man who transgresses them is 
like the people who get on board a ship after casting lots. 
Some of them are in its lower deck and some of them in its 
upper (deck). Those who are in its lower (deck), when they 
require water, go to the occupants of the upper deck, and 
say to them: 'If we make a hole in the bottom of the ship, we 
shall not harm you.' lfthey (the occupants of the upper deck) 
leave them to carry out their design they all will be drowned. 
But if they do not let them go ahead (with their plan), all of 
them will remain safe." l44

J 

We learn from this hadeeth that the consequences of 
committing acts which are forbidden in lslaam are not confined 
only to those persons who commit them, but the whole society 
has to suffer for them. It is, therefore, essential that the people 
who are in the habit of committing sinful acts and violate Divine 
injunctions, should be checked to save the whole society from 
destruction. If this is not done, the entire society will have to face 
the Divine punishment. 

Allaah ~ says: 

"And fear the Fitnah (affliction and trial, etc.) which affects 

[44] Bukhaaree 
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not in particular (only) those of you who do wrong (but it 
may afflict all the good and the bad people), and know that 
Allaah is Severe in punishment." [AI-Anfaal (8): 25] 

We should never Shirk the responsibility of enjoining what is 
good and forbidding evil so as not be cursed by Allaah ~ as He did 
to the Ahlul-Kitaab (the people of the book: Jews and Christians). 
Allaah ~ says: 

~~1; ~l....-::J ;t~. '1~1- / r ifJ5=. ~Jr a ~ 
- i.:r - ~~ - -

"Those among the Children of Israel who disbelieved 
were cursed by the tongue of Dawood and Eesaa, son of 
Maryam. That was because they disobeyed (Allaah and the 
Messengers) and were ever transgressing beyond bounds. 
They used not to forbid one another from the Munkar 
(wrong, evildoing, sins) which they committed. Vile indeed 
was what they used to do." [AI-Maa'idah (5): 78-79] 

Be Patient! 

And Allaah ~ says: 

{JJ::If v ~ ~ t~ 4Q c ~ ~~~ 
" ... and bear with patience whatever befall you. Verily! 
These are some of the important commandments ordered 
by Allaah with no exemption." [Luqmaan (31): 17] 
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Luqmaan followed the advice of enjoining good and forbidding 
evil with patience because in the process of enjoining good and 
forbidding evil one encounters some difficulties and insults from 
people to whom the message is addressed. 

In addition, patience is a necessary factor in achieving success 
both in this world and the hereafter. It is a distinctive trait of the 
beloved servants of Allaah. The Messengers sent by Allaah were 
patient and that is why they were successful. Allaah ~ says: 

"Verily, (many) Messengers were denied before you (0 
Muhammad ), but with patience they bore the denial, 
and they were hurt, till Our Help reached them, and none 
can alter the Words (Decisions) of Allaah. Surely there has 
reached you the information (news) about the Messengers 
(before you)." [AI-An'aam (6) : 34] 

Patience is divided into three: 

• Patience in obeying the commands of Allaah, 

• Patience in refraining from the prohibitions of Allaah and 

• Patience during the time of trials 

Patience in Obeying the Commands of Allaah 
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"Lord of the heavens and the earth, and all that is between 
them, so worship Him (Alone) and be constant and patient 
in His worship." [Maryam (19) : 65] 

Also, He ~ says : 

"And those who remain patient, seeking their Lord's 
Cnuntenance, perform As-Salaah (lqamat-as-Salaah), and 
spend out nf that which We have bestowed on them, 
secretly and openly, and defend evil with good, for such 
there is a good end ... " [Ar-Ra'd (13): 22] r451 

[45] Khabbab bin AI-Aratt ~ reported : We complained to the Messenger 
of Allaah ~ regarding the persecution inflicted upon us by the disbelievers 
while he was lying in the shade of the Ka 'bah, having made a pillow of his 
cloak. We submitted: "Why do you not supplicate for our prevalence (over the 
opponents)?" He replied: 

c::° y} } . .:.:l~ .. ~ ~ ~ J, J \11 J J ~ .L,:. y. ~ ~ )\ 0\.5 

0y, l.A ~J.:l-1 .1~~ ~ .J ~.) y, ..!)J; o~ l.A ~~ ~ o,....,i) ~ 

J;- J"' \111..l.l> 41 A 41.J ~., y, ..!ll; o~ lA ~} ~ (.r" ~ 

.J o..,.:J:. ~ ~.u1 .J 41 ~l w~ ~ u.,... ~ Jl .. L,.;...,,, U" ~1)1 ~ 

0~~ 
"Among those people before you, a man would be seized and held in a pit 
dug for him in the ground and he would be sawed into two halves from 
his head, and his flesh torn away from his bones with an iron comb; but, 
in spite of this, he would not wean away from his Faith. By Allaah, Allaah 
will bring this matter to its consummation until a rider will travel from 
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Patience in Refraining from the Prohibitions of 
Allaah ~ 

Allaah ~ says: 

"And keep yourself (O Muhammad ~ ) patiently with those 
who call on their lord (i.e. your companions who remember 
their Lord with glorification, praising in prayers, etc., and 
other righteous deeds, etc.) morning and afternoon, 
seeking His Face, and let not your eyes overlook them, 
desiring the pomp and glitter of the life of the world; and 
obey not him whose heart We have made heedless of Our 
Remembrance, one who follows his own lusts and whose 
affair (deeds) has been lost." [Al-Kah/ (18) : 28] 

Patience during the Time of Trials 

Allaah ~ says: 

.!i,~1~ y:.:\ir ,, · :~,, . ~ w ~ ·-:if ~ • ~ .-r: k'~j·}' ~ 
v::-- J ~.J ~ ~_J ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ r . ~r 

"And certainly, We shall test you with something of 
fear, hunger, loss of wealth, lives and fruits, but give 

San 'a' to Hadramout fearing none except A/laah, and except the wolf for his 
sheep, but you are in too much of a hurry." (Bukhaaree) 
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glad tidings to As-Sabireen (the patient ones, etc.)." [AI
Baqarah (2): 155] 

Those who exercise patience during the time of adversity and 
trial are praised by Allaah ~ thus: 

~~ &Ji ~) ~0, ce-' ~t ;r:01 ~ Etpt~ 
,£_,- ,>,:) ' -' )) / ,..,,,i,, " cJ_p\ ~ ,sl; I.J!J 

" ... and who are As-Sabireen (the patient ones, etc.) in 
extreme poverty and ailment (disease) and at the time 
of fighting (during the battles). Such are the people of 
the truth and they are AI-Muttaquun (the pious)." [AI
Baqarah (2): 177] 

Abu Sa 'id and Abu Hurayrah ~ reported that the Prophet ~ 
said: 

~ ~\ ~ ) '1~ , ~_,; W ¥~ ~ ~µ 1 <-~~ ~)) 
((~ ~ ~ L;. jf -~J; 

"Never is a believer stricken with a discomfort, an illness, 
an anxiety, a grief or mental worry or even the pricking of 
a thorn but Allaah will expiate his sins on account of his 
patience." l45l 

This Hadeeth mentions the special Grace and Mercy of Allaah 
for the Muslims. It relates how Allaah ~ turns the hardships and 
troubles suffered by a Muslim into a means of expiation for his 
sins. But this is only possible if the believer exercises patience. 
However, if he starts wailing instead of showing patience, then 

(46] Bukhaaree & Muslim 
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beside suffering hardships, he would be deprived of the reward 
which lies in bearing them patiently. Thus, he shall have to take 
the burden of additional sins also. 

Allaah's assistance is sought through patience and He gives 
support to those who are patient. He ~ says: 

"O you who believe! Seek help in patience and As-Sa/aah 
(the prayer). Truly! Allaah is with As-Saabireen (the patient 
ones, etc.)" [AI-Baqarah (2): 153] 1471 

(47) For more information on patience see Be Patient and Paradise Will be 
Yours, no. 5 of this Golden Advice Series. 
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Chapter 4 

Pride and Humility 

Ride Yourself of Pride and Arrogance 

[..,..... .,..,,,,, , ).. ,.; 

4.Y u: ~l, 

"And turn not your face away from men with pride, nor 
walk in insolence through the earth. Verily, Allaah likes 
not each arrogant boaster. "And be moderate (or show no 
insolence) in your walking, and lower your voice. Verily, the 
harshest of all voices is the voice (braying) of the asses." 
[Luqmaan (31) : 18-19] 
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Pride and arrogance are blameworthy characteristics which 
are the features of lb/ees and his cohorts in this world, those 
on whose hearts Allaah ~ has placed a seal. The first one who 
showed arrogance towards Allaah ~ and His creation was the 
accursed lblees, when Allaah commanded him to prostrate to 
Adam ~I, he refused and was arrogant. 

Allaah ~ says: 

!,,, 

~ ~ G1 j~ ~::i )~ ~ ~t .~1~~_; ~ j~~ 

"I am better than him (Adam), You created me from fire, 
and him You created from clay.'' [AI-A'raaf (7): 12] 

Allaah ~ says: 

"And surely, We created you (your father Adam) and then 
gave you shape (the noble shape of a human being); then 
We told the angels, 'Prostrate yourselves to Adam', and they 
prostrated themselves, except lblees (Satan), he refused 
to be of those who prostrated themselves. (Allaah) said: 
'What prevented you {O lblees) that you did not prostrate 
yourself, when I commanded you?' lblees said: 'I am better 
than him (Adam), You created me from fire, and him You 
created from clay"' [AI-A'raaf (7): 11-12] 
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Arrogance is one of the characteristics of lblees, so whoever 
wants to be arrogant should realize that he is acquiring a 
characteristic of the devils, and that he is not acquiring a 
characteristic of the noble angels who obeyed their Lord and fell 
down prostrate. 

Moreover, arrogance may be the cause of a person being 
deprived of Paradise and may mean that the Lord of Glory will 
not even look at him, as it says in the following two Ahaadeeth: 

It was narrated from 'Abd-Allaah bin Mas'ood ~ that the 
Prophet ~ said: 

J; · -: ~ t;. J~..o ~ · 0l5' ~ / &ll ·\~ .. :G ']ii " ? ~ ,,. / /:, c.l 0-4 . u .. 

"No one who has an atom's-weight of arrogance in his heart 
will enter Paradise." 

A man said, "O Messenger of Allaah, what if a man likes his 
clothes and his shoes to look good?" He said: 

"Allaah is Beautiful and loves beauty. Arrogance means 
rejecting the truth and looking down on people." [4s1 

It was narrated that 'Abd-Allaah bin 'Umar ~ said: The 
Messenger of Allaah ~ said: 

((~Wj\ /./ ~\ ~\ _);..~~ : I ~~ ~.·j :..;_. ~.;ii / -/ i ~ / .. ~ / - 1 - ../ J· u 

"Whoever lets his garment drag along the ground out of pride, 
Allaah will not look at him on the Day of Resurrection." 

Abu Bakr said: "Sometimes my garment slips down on one side, 

[48] Muslim 
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unless I pay attention to it." The Messenger of Allaah ~ said: 

"You are not doing that out of pride." r49
J 

Secondly: 

Pride is an attribute that is not befitting for anyone except 
Allaah ~ - Whoever seeks to compete with Allaah in that, Allaah 
~ will destroy him, wreak vengeance on him and make things 
difficult for him. 

It was reported from Abu Sa'eed AI-Khudree ~ and Abu 
Hurayrah ~ that the Messenger of Allaah ~ said: Allaah ~ says: 

"Might is My garment and pride is My cloak; whoever seeks 
to compete with Me concerning them, I will punish him." [soi 

An-Nawawee ..ii i "-?- J said : 

"This is how it is narrated in all texts. The pronoun in the 
words 'His garment' and 'His cloak' refers to Allaah, and there is 
something omitted; what is meant is 'Allaah says, 'whoever seeks 
to compete with Me concerning them, I will punish him'. What 
is meant by 'seeks to compete with Me' is seeking to acquire 
that characteristic in the sense of sharing in it. This is a stern 
warning against arrogance which clearly demonstrates that it is 
Haraam."l51l 

[49] Bukhaaree 

[SO] Muslim 

[51] Sharh Muslim, 16/173. 
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Everyone who tries to be arrogant and put himself above 
others, Allaah ~ will bring him down among the lowest of the 
low, and will humiliate him, because he is going against reality, so 
Allaah ~ will punish him by thwarting his aims; the punishment 
is to fit the crime. 

The one who is arrogant towards the people will be trampled 
beneath the feet of the people on the Day of Resurrection, as 
a punishment for his arrogance. It was narrated from 'Amr bin 
Shu'ayb via his father and grandfather that the Prophet ~ said: 

"On the Day of Resurrection, the arrogant will be gathered 
like ants in the form of men. Humiliation will overwhelm 
them from all sides. They will be driven to a prison in Hell 
called Bawlas, with the hottest fire rising over them, and 
they will be given to drink of the juice of the inhabitants of 
Hell, which is Teenat AI-Khabaal." 1521 

Thirdly: 

Arrogance is of several types, including the following: 

1 - When a person does not accept the truth and produces 

[52] At-Tirmidhee 
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false arguments against it, as we have mentioned in the hadeeth 
of 'Abd-Allaah bin Mas'ood ~ , 

"Arrogance means rejecting the truth and looking down on 
people." r53J 

2 - When a person admires himself for his beauty or 
handsomeness, or the fineness of his food or clothing, so he feels 
proud and arrogant and feels superior to people. 

It was narrated that Abu Hurayrah ~ said: The Prophet ~ said (or 
Abu'I-Qaasim ~ said): 

"Whilst a man was walking, dragging his garment with 
pride, with his hair nicely combed, Allaah caused the earth 
to swallow him and he will go on sinking in it until the Day of 
Resurrection." [54l 

A similar case is the story of the friend of the man whose 
companion spoke to him arrogantly. Allaah ~ says: 

[53] Muslim 

[54] Bukhaaree & Muslim 
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"And he had property (or fruit) and he said to his companion, 
in the course of mutual talk: 'I am more than you in wealth 
and stronger in respect of men"' [AI-Kahf (18}: 34] 

It may be that he was boasting about his tribe and lineage. 

Fourthly: 

One of the remedies for arrogance is to think of yourself as 
being just like other people and realize that they are like you, they 
were born from a mother and a father just as you were, and that 
Taqwaa (piety, fear of Allaah) is the true criterion of superiority. 

Allaah ~ says: 

"Verily, the most honourable of you with Allaah is that 
(believer) who has At-Taqwaa [(the pious)]" [AI-Hujuraat 
(49) :13] 

The arrogant Muslim should realize that no matter what he 
achieves, he is still too weak to attain a stature like the mountains 
in height neither rend nor penetrate the earth (cf. Al-/sraa' 17:37}, 
as Allaah ~ says: 

"And turn not your face away from men with pride, nor walk 
in insolence through the earth. Verily, Allaah likes not any 
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arrogant boaster. And be moderate (or show no insolence) 
in your walking, and lower your voice. Verily, the harshest of 
all voices is the braying of the asses" [Luqmaan {31):18-19] 

AI-Qurtubi said: "The phrase 

" ... nor walk in insolence through the earth ... " 

is a prohibition of arrogance and is enjoining humility. [551 Marah 

[55] Different Kinds Of Humility 

Humility is one of the greatest blessings that Allaah ~ can bestow upon His 
slave. He ~ says: 

C ~ " ), i,. 

'kSy_;~ ~;ia;·.~.)~if 1§ LW Ll'j; ~~~1:;;hq~ 
"And by the Mercy of Allaah, you dealt with them gently. And had you 
been severe and harsh-hearted, they would have broken away from 
about you" [Aal 'lmraan (3): 159] 

"And verily, you (O Muhammad) are on an exalted (standard of) 
character" [A/-Qa/am (68): 4] 

"This refers to the Prophet ~ being a true slave of Allaah in many ways and 
his treating all people with the utmost kindness. His character was one of 
complete humility based on sincerity towards Allaah and compassion towards 
the slaves of Allaah, which was the complete opposite of the characteristics 
of the proud and arrogant." (AI-Majmoo' AI-Kaamilah Ii Mu'al/afaat AI-Shaykh 
AI-Sa'dee, 5/442, 443] 

There are many means of attaining humility, which no Muslim adopts but he 
will attain this characteristic. They were explained by Imam lbn AI-Qayyim 
as follows: 
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-
"Humility comes from knowing about Allaah and His names and attributes, 
and His greatness, venerating Him, loving Him and being in awe of Him; and 
also from knowing about oneself and one's faults, and weaknesses. From that 
may develop the attitude of humility, which means feeling helpless before 
Allaah, and being humble and compassionate towards His slaves, so that the 
person does not feel superior towards anyone, or think that he has any rights 
over anyone else; rather he thinks that others are better than him, and that 
t heir rights come before his. This is a characteristic that Allaah gives to those 
whom He loves, honours and draws close to Him." (AI-Rooh, p. 233) 

There are many reports which speak of the reward of humility. For example: 

It was narrated from Abu Hurayrah ~ that the Messenger of Allaah ~ said : 

~\ ~\~ [;J ,~[; ~ ~~ , ! ;;,~; [;)) 

((~\ LlJ ~b ~ l;.f 21) [;J '\~ 
"Wealth does not decrease because of charity, and Allaah increases His 
slave in honour when he forgives others. And no one humbles himself 
before Allaah but Allaah will raise him (in status)." 

Narrated by Muslim, 2588. An-Nawawee ..iii u-.; included it in a chapter entitled : 
"The recommendation of forgiveness and humility." 

An-Nawawee .&1 u-.; said : "The Prophet ~ said : 

((~\ Ll/ ~\ JJ l;.f / /. \/~ [;:)) 
J ;// (::'Y .,. 

''And no one humbles himself before Allaah but Allaah will raise him (in 
status)." 

"This is· understood in two ways: the first is that He wi,11 raise him (in status) in 
th is world, and give him status in people's hearts because of his humility, and 
give him a high status in people's eyes. The second is that what is meant is his 
reward in the Hereafter, where his status will be raised because of his humility 
in this world . 

The scholars said: It may be that both are meant, (and that his status will be raised) both 
in this world and in the Hereafter. And Allaah knows best." (Sharh Muslim, 16/142) 
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Humility may mean various things, such as: 

1. A person humbling himself to the commands and prohibitions of Allaah, 
doing what He commands and avoiding what He forbids . 

lbn AI-Qayyim .iii o-2-J said: 

"Because a person may hesitate to obey His commands out of laziness, 
thus behaving in a reluctant way in an attempt to flee from servitude 
towards Allaah, and his soul may have the desire to commit Haraam 
actions, but when the person humbles himself to the commands and 
prohibitions of Allaah ~ , he will humble himself to true submission 
('Uboodiyyah) ." (AI-Rooh p. 233) 

2. Humbling Oneself Before the Might, Majesty and Power of Allaah 

lbn AI-Qayyim ..iii..,,.. J said : 

"Every time he feels that he is great, he remembers the might of Allaah 
and that might belongs to Him only, and he remembers His intense anger 
against those who compete with Him in that, then he humbles himself 
before Him and submits to the might of Allaah. This is the ultimate humility 
and inevitably includes the first type of humility mentioned above, but the 
converse can never apply (i.e., this type of humility inevitably leads to the 
first type, but a person may submit to the commands and prohibitions of 
Allaah but he does not humble himself before His might). The one who is 
truly humble is the one who is blessed with both. And Allaah is the One 
Whose help we seek." [AI-Rooh, p. 233] 

3. Humility In One's Dress And Manner Of Walking 

It was narrated from lbn 'Umar ~ that the Prophet ~ said : 

• 
0 \1 I · ' 1...:.. L ::: / ' : / · ~ ')(.;J I / ~ / I ~ I i ' / '\~_ / ~ n 

~.) ,.j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,f .) .J. ~ U'.) •. 
/ . 

"Whilst a man was letting his garment drag out of pride, he was 
swallowed up by the earth and will continue sinking in it until the Day of 
Resurrection." Narrated by AI-Bukhaaree, 3297. 

It was also narrated by al-Bukhaaree (5452) and Muslim (2088) from the Hadeeth 
of Abu Hurayrah ~ - According to the version narrated by AI-Bukhaaree: 
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"Whilst a man was walking in a garment admiring himself with his hair 
nicely combed, Al/ooh caused (the earth) to swallow him up and he will 
continue sinking in it until the Day of Resurrection." 

4. Humil ity Towards One Who Is of A Lesser Status and Helping Him 

It was narrated t hat Al-Bara' ibn 'Aazib ~ said : The Prophet ~ was moving 
soil with us on the day of AI-Ahzaab, and I saw him with dust covering the 
whiteness of his stomach, and he (the Prophet ~ ) was saying, 

"{O Allaah)! Without You, we would not have been guided, nor would 
we have given in charity, nor would we have prayed. So {O Allaah!) 
send tranquillity {Sakeenah) upon us as they (the chiefs of the enemy 
tribes) have rebelled against us. And if they intend affliction (i.e. want 
to frighten us and fight against us) then we would not (flee but would 
withstand them)." 

And he raised his voice whilst saying it." (Narrated by AI-Bukhaaree, 6809; 
Muslim, 1803) 

5. Humility in Interactions With One's Wife and Helping Her 

It was narrated that AI-Aswad said: " I asked 'Aa'ishah what the Prophet i1i; 
used to do in his house, and she said: He used to serve his family and when 
the time for prayer came he would go out and pray." AI-Bukhaaree, 644. 

AI-Haafiz lbn Hajar ..ti '-s"-J said: 

"This shows that we are encouraged to be humble and not arrogant, and that 
a man should serve his family." [Fath Al-Baari, 2/163] 

6. Humility Towards The Young And Joking With Them 
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(translated here as insolence) is excessive joy, or it was said that it 
means being arrogant in walking, or thinking too highly of oneself. 

Qataadah .iii ~ 1 said: "it means showing off in walking; or it 
was said that it means vanity." 

All of these suggestions are close in meaning, but they may be 

It was narrated that Anas ~ said : The Prophet ~ was the best of people in 
character. I had a brother whose name was Abu 'Umayr. He said, I think he was 
weaned, and when he (the Prophet ~ ) came he would say: 

((~~)~I\ jj lA ~ ~i ~n 
"' 

"O Abu Umayr, what happened to the Nughayr (a small bird that he kept 
as a pet)?" 

Narrated by AI-Bukhaaree, 5850; Muslim, 2150. 

An-Nawawee .&I a> J said: 

"The Nughayr is a small bird. This Hadeeth teaches us many things, such 
as being kind to small children. This demonstrates the good character of 
the Prophet ~ and how he was of noble character and humble." Sharh 
Muslim, 14/129 

7. Humility Towards Servants And Slaves 

It was narrated from Abu Hurayrah ~ that the Prophet ~ said : 

• ·1 ~, ;.l\ >1 \., ? ··, -,. 
'\.U <U ~ ~ ~ : l 0u o...ow;_, ~~l>- :sj;.i ~i 111n 

J ~ . , . - ' • ,, . , r i..s' • 
' ., ., ,, ' ,,, ' 

((~~j ~? J~ ~~ 'u--~~~I ji ~ ji ,~i - , , 

"If the servant of one of you brings his food and he does not want to make 
him sit and eat with him, then let him offer him a morsel or two, because 
he has prepared it and served it." 

Narrated by AI-Bukhaaree, 2418 and 5144; Muslim, 1663. 

We ask Allaah ~ to make us among those who humble themselves before His 
might. And Allaah knows best. 
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divided into two categories: those which are blameworthy and 
those which are praiseworthy. Arrogance, vanity, showing off and 
thinking too highly of oneself are blameworthy; joy and energy 
are praiseworthy."[5GJ 

Another remedy for arrogance is for a person to realize that on 
the Day of Resurrection he will be gathered in a small form like 
an ant which will be trampled underfoot. Arrogant people are 
hated by other people just as they are hated by Allaah; people 
love humble, tolerant and gentle people, and they hate those 
who are harsh and cruel to people. 

Another remedy is to remember that he and urine came out 
of the same place; that he began as a despised drop of sperm 
and he will end up as a rotten corpse, and that in between he is 
a vessel for faeces. So what does he have to feel so proud and 
arrogant about?! 

Humility 

At the Conquest of Makkah, after the Prophet :I had become 
victorious over the Quraysh, one man stood in front of him. The 
man was so afraid that his whole body was shivering and his teeth 
rattled. The man was scared because he knew that the Prophet 
~ had power to do anything he wanted with him. But what did 
the Messenger of Allaah ~ do? He did not punish him, he did not 
harm him; rather he said to the man: 

(56) Tafseer AI-Qurtubi, 10/260. 
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"Be at ease, verily I am not a king, I am only the son of a woman 
from amongst the Quraysh who used to eat dried meat."1571 

This was the way of the humble Prophet ~ in all things. When 
people praised him too much or exaggerate in their respect or 
fear of him, he would tell them: 

"Do not praise me as the Christians praised 'Eesaa binMaryam, 
I am only a servant, so say: the servant of Allaah, and His 
Messenger." 1ss1 

Here is the best of all creation; the one with the highest status 
with Allaah, the leader of mankind in this world and on the Day 
of Resurrection and the one for whom the doors of Paradise will 
open: yet he was very humble in his ways! Why? Because being 
humble is what Allaah loves!' 

Narrated Abu Hurayrah ~ : "Jibreel ~\ sat towards the Prophet 
~ and then looked into the sky; and all of a sudden an angel was 
descending. Then Jibreel told him (the Prophet ~ ), 'This angel 
has never descended since he was created before now. When he 
descended he said, 'O Muhammad! Your Lord sent me to you (to 
ask you) whether you wish to be a King or Servant-Messenger? 
Jibreel ~\ then said, 'Humble yourself before your Lord 0 
Muhammad!' The Prophet ~ then said: 

[57] lbn Maajah 

[58] Bukhaaree 
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'N h S M ,,,, o, rat. er ervant- essenge1: 

Aaishah ~ narrated that the Prophet ~ used to say: 

~I ~ ~ ~t; ~I J5~ ~ J51 
'I eat as a slave eats, and I sit as a slave sits. 111

1591 

What is Humility? 

Humility is the quality of not thinking that you are better than 
other people; it is the quality of being humble. It also means 
showing the humble attitude of mind and having modesty. It is 
the absence of boasting and raising oneself over others. Likewise, 
when a person, word or an action is described as being humble, it 
means having or showing a low or modest opinion of one's own 
importance and the absence of pride in the heart and arrogance in 
the action. Humility or being humble comes from the heart and it 
is one of its actions. When humility is present in the heart, then the 
heart is soft, it is gentle, it is tranquil and it will submit to its Lord. 
So when the heart is humble, all of the limbs and body parts will 
follow it in that humility until it is reflected in the speech. 

An-Nu'maan bin Basheer ~ narrated that : "I heard the 
Messenger of Allaah :i saying: 

~I 

" ... In the body there is a morsel of flesh which, if it is sound 

(59) Bayhaqee 
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and rectified, then all of the body is sound and good and if it 
is corrupt, then the whole of the body is corrupt. Indeed it is 
the heart." (601 

So if the heart is submissive, the eyes, ears, head, face, and the 
rest of the limbs are submissive; the same goes for everything 
that comes from them, including speech. Due to this, the Prophet 
~ used to say in the Rukoo' (bowing) of his Prayer: 

"My sight, hearing, mind, and bone are subservient to You." r61l; 

and in another narration he said: 

''And whatever is carried upon my feet." 1621 

Are you humble? 

Have you ever asked yourself this question? The status of the 
humble people before Allaah is indeed great. The traits of humil ity 
are many. Allaah links it with faith and made it a characteristic of 
His chosen servants. 

[60] Bukhaaree 

[61] Muslim 

[62] Ahmad 
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"And the slaves of the Most Gracious (Allaah) are those 
who walk on the earth in humility and sedateness, 
and when the foolish (people) address them (with bad 
words) they reply back with mild words of gentleness." 
(AI-Furqan (25): 63) 

Then Allaah says that the humble hurry to do good deeds in 
order to satisfy Him: 

"Verily they used to hasten towards good deeds, and they 
used to supplicate to Us in hope and fear. And they were 
humble towards Us.'' [AI-Anbiyaa' (21): 90] 

Also, Allaah says that the humble are the believers who have 
the noblest worship, which they preserve: 

"Indeed the Believers are successful, those who are humble 
in their Prayer." [AI-Mu'minoon (23): 1-2]; 

and they are the ones that have been given beneficial 
knowledge: 
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"Verily those who were given knowledge before it (the 
Qur'aan), when it is recited to them, they fall upon their 
faces in prostration, and they say, "Glorified is our Lord! 
Indeed the Promise of our Lord has been fulfilled." And they 
fall upon their faces weeping, and it (the Qur'aan) increases 
them in humility." [Al-lsraa' (17): 107-109] 

The believer should show humility in every kind of situation; 
the most important of them are discussed as follows: 

Humility before Allaah ~ and His Prophet ~ 

Being humble before Allaah is to be in total servitude to Him 
and to submit to Him. This is the worship ['lbaadah] that Allaah 
demands from all of us. It means having the highest degree of 
submission to Allaah by having the highest degree of love of 
Him. This is why Muslims are called the slaves of Allaah. It is only 
a heart that is full of humility that will accept Allaah to be the 
greatest of all and the most beloved above all else. 

To be humble before Alla ah and His Prophet ~ is not to consider 
oneself ahead of them in all of one's affairs. Allaah ~ says: 

"O you who believe! Do not put yourselves forward before 
Allaah and His Messenger, and fear Allaah. Verily! Allaah is 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing." [AI-Hujuraat (49): 1] 

It is also not humility to express displeasure with the decisions 
of Allaah and His Prophet ~ as this opposes total submission. 
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~(~J ~ ~ .ili ,4?~~ ~\ ~ ;_; ~) ~ Ui ~ 
"It is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allaah and 
His Messenger have decreed a matter that they should 
have any option in their decision. And whoever disobeys 
Allaah and His Messenger, he has indeed strayed in a plain 
error." [AI-Ahzaab (33}: 36] 

To be humble before the Prophet ~ means not to raise one's 
voice above his own by showing disbelief, disrespect or neglect 
to his true sayings, acti.ons or acts approved by him [i. e. his 
Sunnah]. Allaah ~ says: 

"O you who believe! Raise not your voices above the voice 
of the Prophet, nor speak aloud to him in talk as you speak 
aloud to one another, lest your deeds may be rendered 
fruitless while you perceive not." [AI-Hujuraat (49): 2] 

Here's an example of such humility: 'Once, Allaah's Messenger 
~ saw a person wearing a gold signet ring in his hand. He pulled 
it off and threw it away, saying: 

"One of you is wishing live coal from Hell, and putting it on 
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his hand." 

It was said to the person after Allaah's Messenger ~ had left: 
'Take your gold ring and derive benefit out of it, whereupon he 
said: 'No, by Allaah, I would never take it when Allaah's Messenger 
~ has thrown it away.'163l 

Humility with Parents 

Allaah ~ enjoins us to be humble and dutiful in the relationship 
with our parents He mentions it alongside making the acts of 
worship only for Him. 

/ ,.,,.> ,.,,.. .,,,. c:v / ,. .,., ,,,. ,,1 / .> ,,,. _ -:;; .,...,>>,.,,,. 
~ ~~ ~l ~4J~_, 0~l ~l \J~ 

'1~ ;J t1 ~ ~ G)( ]I t;.D 
~11 2_c;. 1:~1 #G o ~~ {i' (~1 j~ ~~ 
~~ ~Q~ r ~J ~3 J~ q i ~ 

"And your Lord has decreed that you worship none but 
Him and that you be dutiful to your parents. If one of 
them or both of them attain old age in your life, say not to 
them a word of disrespect, nor shout at them but address 
them in terms of honour. And lower unto them the wing 
of submission and humility through mercy, and say: "My 
Lord! Bestow on them Your Mercy as they did bring me up 
when I was small." [Al-lsraa' (17): 23-24] 

Humility to one's parents is in fact part of being humble to 

[63) Muslim 
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Allaah and His Commands. Therefore, it should be of great 
importance to us. The Prophet :i; said: 

"There are three people to whom Allaah has forbidden 
Paradise: one who is addicted to wine, an undutiful son, and 
a cuckold who agrees to his womenfolk's adultery." IG4J 

Humility in Self 

Of foremost attention is that the believer must attain humility in 
his worship of His Creator. It is a sign of one's love for Allaah, sincerity 

of purpose and a key to success. For example, when it comes to the 
most important action of our lives - Salaah; Allaah ~ says: 

~SJ.~'.;. rt~ ~ ~ ~Jr o 0fa;I1 ~ ~~ 
"Successful indeed are the believers. Those who offer their 
Salaah (prayers) with all solemnity and full submissiveness." 
[AI-Mu'minoon (23): 1-2] 

And Uthman bin Affaan ~ related: I heard Allaah's Messenger 
:i; saying: 

~ -~~ !~ ~~ ~~ ;LS;I 
,,,. ,,.. ? -;;; .,., ,, ,,,. ;;; J, J ;. 

~ q o~LD ~l5 \/! , ~ ~~j ~ _,..:..>-j 

[64] Ahmad 
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"When the time for a prescribed prayer comes, if any Muslim 
performs ablution well and offers his prayer with humility 
and bowing, it will be an expiation for his past sins, so long 
as he has not committed a major sin; and this applies to for 
all times."1651 

Humility is also important in other aspects of worsh ip such 
as in Du'aa' (prayer) and Dhikr (remembrance of Allaah) . 
Allaah ~ says : 

"Supplicate to your Lord with humility and in secret ... " [Al
'A'raaf (7): 55] 

and 

"And remember your Lord within yourself, humbly and 
with fear and without loudness in words in the mornings 
and in the hours before sunset and be not among those 
who are neglectful.'' [AI-A'raaf (7): 205] 

The believer must also have humility in mutual dealings and show 

[65] Muslim 
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good character to all people. And dress humbly. Allaah ~ says: 

"Verily, the most honourable of you with Allaah is the most 
pious." [Al-Fath (49): 13] 

Allaah's Messenger :i said: 

"Verily! Allaah has revealed to me that you should humble to 
one another in order that no one should boast over another 
nor treat anyone unjustly." [661 

Pride, arrogance and being boastful are not traits that should 
be found in a believer. The Prophet :i said: 

,~~~~ t;~_, ti~~\ ~ ~ 0~f l; ~\ 0p) 
,~\) ~ f;T_, f1 t ~f '~ ~(;_, ~ ~j; 

,,,. _ ct ,; ct ';:;i O t a o "" -., ., ,,,. .,.., 
o, o v O, O? ~\ \ ' "LO? , ,' JI,;. ~' .iJ 
~~~~ !'i Y :- ~~ ·}(f'-
.,,. / ? / / 

~:0 J1 ~41 ~ .&1 ._µ 0~i J}:;1 ~i 'r:~ 
((~\~\ 

Allaah, Most High, has removed from you the pride of the 
Jahiliyyah (pre-Islamic period) and its boasting in ancestors. 

[66] Muslim 
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One is only a pious believer or a miserable sinner. You are sons 
of Aadam, and Aadam came from dust. Let the people cease 
to boast about their ancestors. They are merely fuel in Hell
fire (Jahannam); or they will certainly be of less account with 
Allaah than the beetle which rolls dung with its nose." [571 

Fruits of Humility 

The fruit of true humility is in the heart and not on the limbs. One 
of the pious predecessors said, "Seek refuge from the hypocritical 
humility." They said, 'And what is hypocritical humility?' He said, 
"When you see the body humbled, but the heart is not humbled." 
And 'Umar ~ looked at a youth who was lowering his head, so 
he said to him, "What is this! Raise your head, since the outward 
humility does not increase what is in the heart." (Az-Zuhd) 

Here is an example of true humility: "When the Verse of the 
Qur'aan that says: 

0 

'Do you then wonder at this recital (the Qur'aan) and you 
laugh at it and weep not.' [An-Najm (53): 59-60] 

was revealed, the Companions residing in the Suffah, (the 
courtyard of the Prophet's mosque) wept until tears began to 
trickle down their cheeks." When the Prophet ~ heard their 
weeping, he wept with them and his weeping made us weep. 
Then he said : 

((4'.iJ\ 

(67] Abu Dawood 



O My Son ... ! 

"The person who weeps in humility to Allaah will not enter 
Hell." !GsJ 

lbn AI-Qayyim ...ii l v"-J narrated: 

"Indeed a servant commits a sin by which he enters Paradise; 
and another does a good deed by which he enters the Fire. 
The one, who committed the sin, constantly thinks about it; 
which causes him to fear it, regret it, weep over it and feel 
ashamed in front of his Lord due to it. So this sin is beneficial 
to him than doing many acts of obedience, since it has caused 
him to have humility-which leads to the servant's happiness, 
success and becomes the cause for him entering Paradise. As 
for the doer of good, then he does not consider this good a 
favour from his Lord upon him. Rather, he becomes arrogant 
and amazed with himself, saying: I have achieved such and 
such. So this further increases him in self adulation, pride 
and arrogance - such that this becomes the cause for his 
destruction." 

An Excellent Abode 

Finally, Allaah has prepared for the humble what the proud 
and arrogant ones will never attain. Paradise. What an excellent 
abode. In it, they shall possess all what their hearts desire and 
unhappiness will never touch them. The proud and arrogant will 
taste the evil outcome of their action in the pain and distress of 
Hell-fire. Narrated Abu Hurayrah ~ : "The Prophet ~ said: 

0_.,~~\ P~ :oi; ..:Jw ,~lj )JI ~\l> 

(68] Bayhaqee 



Golden Advice Series 02 

"Paradise and Hell quarreled in the presence of their Lord. 
Paradise said, 'O Lord! What is wrong with me that only the 
poor and humble people enter me?' Hell (Fire) said, 'I have 
been favoured with the arrogant (and proud) people.' So 
Allaah said to Paradise, 'You are My Mercy,' and said to Hell, 
'you are My Punishment which I inflict upon whom I wish, 
and I shall fill both of you."'[69l(Bukhaaree) 

And who are these people of Paradise? Narrated Haritha bin 
Wahb ~: The Prophet ~ said: 

"Shall I inform you about the people of Paradise? They 
comprise every obscure unimportant humble person, and if 
he takes Allaah's Oath that he will do that thing, Allaah will 
fulfill his oath (by doing that). Shall I inform you about the 

(69) Bukhaaree 



0 My Son ... ! 

people of the Fire? They comprise every cruel, violent, proud 
and conceited person." 17o1 

So, ask yourself again : are you humble; do you possess the 
t raits of those who are humble before Allaah and do you desire 
to one of the people of Paradise? 

We ask Allaah to rid us all of arrogance and make us humble. 

[70] Bukhaaree 
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Index of Hadeeths 

A day and a night will not come, except that AI-Laat and 22 
A person from people who lived before you was called to account 50 
Allaah has obligated five prayers. Whoever excellently performs their 55 
Allaah, Most High, has removed from you the pride of the Jahiliyyah 85 
Among the signs of the Hour are: knowledge will be reduced, 48 

Among those people before you, a man would be seized and held in a 64 
And no one humbles himself before Allaah but Allaah will raise him 73 
And whatever is carried upon my feet 79 
Arrogance means rejecting the truth and looking down on people 70 
At the end of time there will be earthquakes, slander, 48 

Be at ease, verily I am not a king, I am only the son of a woman from 77 
Do not praise me as the Christians praised 'Eesaa bin Maryam, I am 77 
Do you know who is poor 46 
Do you make me one to be called upon along with Allaah? Say 33 
Every child is born upon the fitrah (i.e. /slaam), but his parents 19 
'He who does not thank the people does not thank Allaah 43 
He who obeys me has obeyed Allaah and he who disobeys me 42 
He who orders you with disobedience to Allaah - among the rulers 44 

How can I enjoy life when the bearer of the horn ( or trumpet) 4 7 
I created all My Servants upon the true Religion 18 
I eat as a slave eats, and I sit as a slave sits 77 
I have been ordered to fight the people until they say: 'There is 26 
I have been sent, I and the Hour being like these two 47 
If a person had a stream outside his door and he bathed in it five times 56 
If the servant of one of you brings his food and he does not want to make 76 
In the body there is a morsel of flesh which, if it is sound and rectified 78 

May the servant of the Deenaar perish, and may the servant of the 34 
Might is My garment and pride is My cloak; whoever seeks to compete 69 
My sight, hearing, mind, and bone are subservient to You 78 
Never is a believer stricken with a discomfort, an illness, an anxiety 65 
No one who has an atom's-weight of arrogance in his heart will enter 68 

No, rather Servant-Messenger 77 
0 Abu Umayr, what happened to the nughayr (a small bird that he kept 75 
(O Allaah)! Without You, we would not have been guided, nor would 75 
On the Day of Resurrection, the arrogant will be gathered like ants in 70 
One of you is wishing live coal from Hell, and putting it on his hand 81 



0 My Son ... ! 

Paradise and Hell quarreled in the presence of their Lord. Paradise 86 
Say: Hasbuna Allaah wa ni'am al-wakeel, 'ala Allaah 47 
Shall I inform you about the people of Paradise? They comprise every 87 
The first matter that the slave will be brought to account for on 54 
The Hour will not be established until tribes from my Um mah 23 

The Hour will only come upon the most evil of people 48 

The likeness of the man who observes the limits prescribed by Allaah 60 
The Muslim must hear and obey in hard and easy things and 44 
The person who weeps in humility to Allaah will not enter Hell 85 
The prayer 54 

The religion is naseehah (sincere advice)." (Ad-Deen' Naseehah) 10 
The righteous people will vanish, the best first, then the next 49 
The thing that I fear for you the most is minor Shirk' 32 

The time between the five prayers, two consecutive Friday prayers, and 56 
There are three people to whom Allaah has forbidden Paradise 82 

There is no obedience to any creature in disobedience to the Creator 44 
There is no obedience to anyone in disobedience to Allaah, verily 42 
Verily obedience is in that which is correct 44 

Verily the most truthful speech is the Word of Allaah and the best 8 
Verily! Allaah has revealed to me that you should humble to one 84 

Wealth does not decrease because of charity, and Allaah increases His 73 
What I fear for you most is minor Shirk 34 
When the time for a prescribed prayer comes, if any Muslim performs 83 
While a man was walking on a road, he became very thirsty 50 
While three persons were walking, rain began to fall and they 39 
Whilst a man was letting his garment drag out of pride, he was swallowed · 7 4 
Whilst a man was walking in a garment admiring himself with his hair 7 4 
Whilst a man was walking, dragging his garment with pride, with his 71 
Whoever amongst you sees an evil, he must change it with his hand; if 59 
Whoever dies claiming that Allaah has a rival, will enter Hell 17 
Whoever dies whilst calling upon other than Allaah enters the Fire 31 
Whoever lets his garment drag along the ground out of pride, Allaah 69 
Whoever of you sees wrong being committed, let him rectify it with his 60 
Whoever swears by other than Allaah, then he has indeed 32 

Whoever will be called to account (about his deeds on the Day of 51 
Whosoever dies whilst making Du'aa' (invocation, supplication) 27 

(Yes) There is a reward for serving any animate (living being) 51 
You are going to people of a (Divine) Book. First of all invite them to 57 
You will surely follow the ways (Sunan) of those who came before 23 
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